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Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. ., Feb. 16.
Delegate Andrews introduced
in the House a joint resolution
that the constitution adopted
by the qualified electors of
New Mexico at an election
held according to law, on the
21st of January, 1911, being
Republican in form and complying in all respects with the
terms of the enabling act, be
X and the same is hereby approved.
ed. It was read, ordered printAssistant Attorney General Clancy t
ed and referred to the comstated that all of the reports have not
Your
mittee on territories.
vet been received but that of the first
correspondent predicts that it
judicial district has been sent in by
will receive early and favorDistrict Clerk Edward Safford. This

Ijondou, Feb. 16. The relations of
Russia and China are strained to
ihe breaking point. Russia todav notified governments of Groat Britain,
France and Germany of her intention
to make a military demonstration on
the
frontier owing to
China's persistent violation of the St..
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Constitution.
Juarez, but no effort va made to Mongolia.
rights of
Storm Extends to New York.
The council passed a resolution acsend aiMxpedttion east ajrtttmst Gua- Russians in China and the establishWashington, Feb. 111. Those who
New York, Feb. 16. One death and;
consulate at appeared at the White House in op- cepting the suggestion of Traveling
where Francisco I. Madero and ment of a Russian
fifteen injuries were recorded in Xewi dalupe
Abram Gonzales are located with the Keolulo, Mongolia.
position to the constitution were for- Auditor Charles V. Safford to refund
York hospitals today as the result, of
insurrecto strategy board although it
mer Senator Henry ltlair of Maryland, the 0 per cent bonds for a
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Feb. 16. General Bliss
Burton Harrison, Democrat,
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Washington,
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showed eight broken arms and three
the military department Husband Takes Back Erring Wife Aft-- ! silloon
of New York, introduced in the
Spanish speaking persons", 27; by
!eaglle of Amri(,a Ml.3- Mar. problem and decided that the matter
broken legs, mostly caused by falling commanding
of California has gone to Calexico,
er Bloody Tragedy and Sep- House a resolution requesting
English speaking citizens, 14, and by
I). Ellis, legislative superintend-aratioon icy pavements.
of closing up Laughlin street ami also
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Denver. Colo.,
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THE TWO SEXES. route to El Paso to observe condi- math of the suicide of William Me ' T. II. in this city. They presented to Colso I.opez is chairman. The comder in the second degree; dropped or
the president, a brief, seUinj:
forth mittee will have a public Hearing on
tions on the border. According to Crary, whose fatal bullet in his broth-nollied by prosecution, seven; cases
tne objections th y have found to the matter at 7 p. m. tomorrow, FriEven
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the
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by
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telegrams
Failure Means Extra Session.
pending, nine; found guilty of murder
adoption of the proposed consti- - day.
Sense of Decency Is Finding
ment today, General Duncan will re- in the first degree and sentenced to
Washington, Feb. 16. The failure
ay night, also snuiled out the life of tution and ur(?ed the Pwiident to pre- New Lights.
mam m hil raso auour six days. He
Strong Support.
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marriage of Mrs. Julia Sohn of 195! ted under such a constitution.
They city lighting and decided that the proParis, Feb. 16. France has long lations of f the neutrality laws. The:
tiary, one; for 10 years, four; for five President Taft to call an extra sesof
the
street,
alleged afmuty
declared that a large number of the posed changes shall be carried out,
tt,
u..!r,
sion of Congress, as the administra had a written law which expressly deyears, one and for one year, one.
McCrary, to her former husband, Wil convention which had drafted the con- - and if additional lights are desired,
Some of those who have studied tion is determined to press the agree clares that the wronged husband who tween Pedricina and Huarichio, there- Ham
Sohn, lOun California street. The gtjtnt ion were bartenders
saloon they may be installed.
Councilman
the statistics thus far obtainable have ment. This declaration was made to- kills the rival who has betrayed his by cutting off the traffic from
were divorced two years ago. keepers and
couple
to
the
Mexico
wits
followNew
representatives of corp- Annijo brought up the matter of hyreported
declared however that
day by Senator Smoot of Utah
conjugal happiness is excusable. Thi3 terey,
Mrs. Sohn took carbolic acid when orate influences which are trying to drants in certain
today in telegrams
will not show such a v&ve of crime ing a conference with the President law is likely to be abolished, a compar's of the city and
as some of the eastern states.
Senators Lodge and Root were also mission charged by the chamber with Consuls Freeman at Durango and she heard of McCrary's suicide. e.ondi- get control of the state. They will the committee on streets and bridges
a
Sohn
is in
Mrs.
precarious
Notaries.
appear before the House Committee was instructed jo make a report on
present. Senator Smoot announced consideration of the subject having Hanna at. Monterey.
tion at the county hospital. It is re-- on territories.
Jaffa appointed that the Senate would be 'given all op decided to report in favor of an
same.
Acting Governor
MUSIC
ported, "nowever, that she will reeovCharles E. Rippey of Flora Vista, San portunity to discuss the reciprocity amendment to the effect. Public senStone Crusher.
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Juan county, and Simon Bibo of Grant, measure and the McCall bill would timent seems to be of the same opinThe much talked of stone crusher
Washington, D. C, Feb. 10. Sensa
William Sohn, her former husband tional
Valencia county, notaries public.
not bo smothered in committee or de- ion as the commission.
charges were marie nt the Pan- - was again the subject for discussion.
Mechanical Player and
Phonograph went to the hospital yesterday after--; American commercial Conference to- Councilman I.opez stating that it is
Pedro b. Salazar, of Chamita, Rio layed in any way. The senator enterThe same commission was asked
of Service to Inculcate Correct
noon and, following
an
interview day that, the
Arriba county, and Noel B. Pond of tained the belief that the bill would
government, bureau of expected here soon.
Musical Taste in Children.
which lasted nearly
meet obstructive tactics that would by one of its members to recommend
hours, said statistics of the Department of Com
Clovis, Curry county.
New Bridge.
e.
that as soon as Mrs. Sohn had reeov- merce and Labor was issuing misBuildinn
prevent a vote before the close of the abolishing of the legal definition
Mayor Seligman asked about plans
Providence, R. I., Feb. 15 "The In- ered he would marry her. Sohn was
homas P. Congress on March 4. Senator Bur- of "unfaithfulness" as a crime, but it
statistics on the export trade for th new bridge that is to be erectthe con-Je- rows, ranking member of the finance refused to do so. On the other hand, fluence of the Mechanical Player on accompanied by their two children. leading
ed on Don Caspar avenue, not far from
1
'
.
adan
Mex-- committe, said he would call a meet:lhit proposes to equalize the position of! the Home," was the topic of
, ' 3Ulnt o u children awakened'
The
the residence of Nathan Salmon, and
shortly ing of the committee tomorrow or on husband ,nd wife before the law as dress by the Rev. Wf8;n A. Bartlett j n,e
,n.
anJ va8
orK- Q red1 an
urged that 'be w.ork he. aeconinlish-York as Saturday to consider the bill.
revets thin nffonao ttorotnfnro alD . T ., of Hartford , Conn, , before the suumenuu in inuucing ;uis.iarge!y
duuu iu a former confidential clerk of the bu ed at an early date.
or
who are
man has only been compelled to pay Department
Keliglous Music and iconseirt to the
Husband reau.
Sewer Connections.
a fine equal to ?5, while the woman bervice ot tne uengious Education As - and wife and the nurses
wanted as settlers in this Territory. ARCHBISHOP RYAN'S FUNERAL
wpt
ce sewer committee was instruct- Denied.
Dr. Burtlett said:
sociation today.
ONE OF SOLEMN GRANDEUR was given a term of imprisonment.
The New Mexico quail believe in
Charge
It was not until yesterday morning
Washineton. Feb. If;. O P. Austin. 0(1 to caI1 on rllG Capitol Custodian
"The mechanical piano player has that Sohn learned of the tragedy.
sleeping out doors and it would be
French feminists are naturally de- of the bureau of statistics, de-- Oommittee and ascertain what steps
a
that
chief
loin
to
of
Roman
them
Catholic lighted with the action of the com opened up to the world of music
coop
shut
up
High Dignitaries
folly
his wife hurl at-- i
When hp rlisrnvpi-eChurch in Attendance at Mass
was not well ventilated. Therefore
vers the works of the great masters. tempted to kill herself he arranged tojnied th accusation, asserting that have been taken In regard to sewer
mission.
in Cathedral.
Mr. Gable is putting up a latticed wall
summaries oi me uureau gave connection for the eapitol building
Many a youth has become a virtuoso meet her. Shortly after 2 o'clock with
and the executive mansion.
Mayor
house with a substantial roof and all
accurate
and detailed information.
in the interpretation of the most difft the children, he visited the hospital.
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that a septic tank
Seligman
suggested
the comforts of the sleeping porch
Annexation.
For
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 16. With all
Canadian
of
beautiful
and
'cult
compositions
serirealize
The
who
the
HOUSE FOR CLUB,
children,
familiar to healthseekers and other the solemn grandeur of the cathedral
Washington. Feb. 16. Representa- arrangement might be a solution of
Chopin, who could hardly pick out. ai 0sness 0f the affair, were ushered
believers in fresh air for 24 hours a services for the dead, the body of the
tive
Bennett of New York, one of the this problem. The council urged that,
melody with one finger, but ro the w.ird For two years they had
late Archbishop Patrick John Ryan Buy Gregg Hotel Furniture and Will
day.
Republicans who voted against Ca- the extension of the Water street
to hear the best mu-- nor s?(ni tnejr mother.'
for
longed
years
x
was today entombed in the crypt, beMove Into Dr. Diaz's Building
Iron for Signs.
nadian reciprocity, today introduced sewer be made as soon as possible,
sic.
Only a few artists are able to
when near the bedside they broke in the House
Territorial Engineer Charles D. neath the high altar of the cathedral
a resolution requesting and the sewer committee was InSaturday.
But away from their father, rushed to
play a wide repertory of music.
Miller has a capital substance for of St. Peter and St. Paul. It was
to enter into negotia- structed to find out what it will cost.
President
the
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, Independent we cannot secure them to come into their mother and kissed her. Sohn, up tions with the British government Councilman Baca asked for further
making road signs. It is American one of the greatest funerals ever held
even
and
our
we
could
if
homes;
tn thflf tim had not addressed his
to the annexation of Canada time to get up a report on the tapping
ingot iron, and sheets of this have in Philadelphia. Practically all the Order of Beavers will have a dam or
would play only such selections former wife, but the act of the chil- looking
been sent him for a try out in giving leading figures of the hierarchy of club or house or lodge of their own they
the United States.
The resolu- of sewers. The city marshal was inby
road directions to travelers. The the Roman Catholic church in the Saturday for the Beavers have been as have been recently practised. The dren softened his heart.
tion was referred to the committee on structed to notify all property owner
means
concert
of
recital
considerable
Sohn placed his arms about her foreign affairs.
participated in the enthusiastic workers like the busy
signs can be erected a couple of feet United States
on San Francisco street, to connect
above the ground on pipe that is se- services while hundreds of priests animal which furnishes them a name, expense, late nights or an afternoon Ueck and raised her to a sitting
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assisted them to effecting a on his
present.
thought they will get
Mr. Bennett insistrecommended
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On these metal sheets may
When this was done ed that he is serious and sincere. He that Councilman Armijo
faction.
day signed the lease with the proprie- those chosen by the performer and reconciliation.
Gable notify
the
tor, Dr. J. M. Diaz. This is a spacious not the listener.
be painted the number of miles "To RUMORS OF ROCKEFELLER'S
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that
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to
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motorists
electric
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brick
with
tell
The
DENIED.
the
Fe"
many
Santa
piano player
building,
woman, Sohn and the children left tion was the logical result to be look - theater and the fire
department's
I have taken child- the ward.
how far they are from, the Ancient
lights, baths, sleeping and living home educatou.
ed forward to, following a reciprocity building on Lincoln avenue.
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to
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a
rooms,
and
hear
parlors
City. They would prove a great
great
performer,
He. is Alive and Well at Augusta, Ga.,
McCrary will be buried Thursday.
Condemn It.
forts of home.
ice at cross roads where the names
as he played Walter's Prize Song, No arrangements have been complet- agreement.
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Charles F. Easely reCity
Attorney
move
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"The
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could
Saturday,"
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whispered, "We play that at home."
property of H. F. Stephens, which is
SO MUCH PRETTIER?
today, "and it will be with great The children of our homes
piled Laws direct county commissionand
BIG DOCKET FOR
New York, Feb. 16. At the offices pleasure, for the quarters are very
said to block the opening of Otero
ers to spend $30 each year for sign
schools study Shakespeare and other
MARCH TERM.
THE
D. Rockefeller here, no credit cozy and ought to make every Beav- of
J.
posts.
Beoause They Are Cutting Out Social s,reet' between Hillside avenue and
They
great masters of literature.
is given to the reports current in er feel happy."
Marcy street" The city attorney was
Requisition Asked.
see
Frivolities and Dissipation De- and
understand
them,
pictures,
to go ahead and have this
instructed
Just 170 Civil, 40 Criminal and 13
Captain Fornoff has received word financial circles that John D. Rocke
a
London
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Paper.
produced by
street
Councilman
for
Cases
United
District
States
Lopez
opened.
that a man named Wolsey has been feller is seriously ill at Augusta, Ga. OLDEST WOMAN IN STATE
form.
But music must be performCourt.
was instructed to get the deeds from
DIES OF BURNS. ed
arrested in El Paso and is there in It was stated that Mr. Rockefeller
we
toilsome
and
10.
a
is
Feb.
asks
by
processes,
it,
Why
London,
was alive and well.
Vista
holders cn Buemi
jail and that a requisition on the gov:
have few interpreters of the ideas exLondon paper, that so many women ' propertyto
No Foundation for Report,
to Galis- Matron 108 Years of Age Dies
ernor of Texas will be asked so as
street
street
extend
that
of
be
will
for
There
lots
business
The mechanical
one sees are quite pretty, and many
pressed in tone.
Arms of 111 Years Old Husband
to bring the man back to New Mexiteo street.
Augusta, Feb. 16. Inquiry at hotel
the district court,
player supplies this need. Even lea- the. March term of 170
really beautiful, while a year ago it
Been Married 91 Years.
co. The nature of the charge against where John D. Rockefeller is staying,
40
be
civil
will
There
Building Permits.
cases,
just
are
ding performers
appreciating the criminal cases and 18 United States was quite the exception to see a
him has not been announced.
of the
The
the members
brought the information that there is
mayor,
It is no
and beautiful women were council and the
Florence, Colo, Feb. 16. Mrs. Ra- value of these instruments.
not the slightest foundation for the
Application for Water Rights.
cases. But the court fund is said to pretty one,
city marshil and pomore
mechanical
the
than
some
be
substraof
Las
organ,
There
rare?
pipe
may
fael Esper, 108 years old, said to be
rumor that he is 111.
Engineer J. L. Zimmerman
he $5,500 higher than in former years.
lice decided to insist that contractors
tum of truth in the reasons advanced
the oldest woman in Colorado, died and by careful study and practise
UKiml
tiwtp-Vegas today filed with Territorial EnVfcPip will nrpKirlp n
and builders take our building perin the arms of her 111 year old hus- there can be almost perfect reproduc- and despite the fact that he has be. for this pleasant change, If one grants
gineer Charles D. Miller, a plat for HALF MILLION DOLLAR
mits, and to have the first offender
tion of human touch and expression.
that any change has occurred.
the proposed new survey of Los Torarrested for failure to do so.
gun his eighteenth year on the su-- j
FIRE AT LOS ANGELES. band, Francisco Esper. last night from No
feel
need
anxious
about
not
"Women
burns received when her clothing
been living such
have
parent
res Ditch, first constructed in 1851,
preme bench, he is vigorous enough
caught fire from an open grate. Mr. the boys and girls at night when they fo dispose of the business with dis strenuous lives for the last nine or 'CITY TEMPLE PREACHER
and Acequia de Llano constructed in
it
Threatened
Entire
Time
a
and Mrs. Esper had been married are playing the piano with their
ten months," said a Bond street
1871 on the
Antonio Ortiz For
BELIEVES IN
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Down Town Retail
91 years.
friends around them.
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t.pttoro kau i,opn apnt hv niatvint Deauty doctor.
grant on the lower Gallinas river in
District.
"Ragtime pieces and light music Clerk Safford to the justices of the!Da"s nave Deen given, ana women
San Miguel county and Just north of
id.'lrie Rev R. J.
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BIG DISASTER DESPITE
will do as a diversion, hut I have peace in all the
The area covered is 950
in Santa have had to undergo a sort of invol- - Pa mpbe
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precincts
the
A
fire
City Tem- 16.
which
Feb.
Los
Angeles,
EVERY POSSIBLE PRECAUTION known young people to turn from Fe
acres and the new construction is to
county to send in reports on crim - intary rest cure, and there has been pie preacher, told the Theosophical
not under control for several
was
them to Schubert, Schumann, Wagner, inal cases so that the work of the no rush.
cost $1500 for Los Torres ditch, and hours and which for a time threatened
society this week that he had often
Coroner's Jury Investigated
Explo' Mendelssohn and other great compos- court need not drag.
"When the London season is in full felt
$2,000 for the Acequia de Llano. The 'to
in
block
heart
the
whole
that, as an individualized entity,
a
in
Cost
Which
sion
Coal Mine
ers. Place the best before them and
amount of water desired is 35 cubic of destroy
swing a woman has not got a minute he had lived before.
retail district, this
Campbell also
the down-towLives.
Seventeen
one
will
to
continual
love
is
learn
to herself. Her life
GAY OLD KING HE
it,"
they
feet per second.
declared that he was coming to bemorning gutted the Byre office buildMUST HAVE BEEN. round of changing dress and one lieve that it was not at all
The
Two More Prisoners.
improbable
ing, and several retail stores.
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 16. The opei CONGRESSMAN RUCKER IS
London, Feb. 16. Discovery
has whirl of engagements.
Marshal Cassman loss was $500,000.
IT. S.
The principal
that Christ would come again, and
Deputy
benot
ators
re
were
to
for
blame
the
are
"Women
NOW IN THE FIELD. just been made at Epsom of the selooking younger
brought, two prisoners from Roswell, losers are the Staub Shoe Company,
that, in that event, he would be recret door used by King Charles II. to cause their skins are in better order. incarnated.
Chaves county, to the penitentiary, and Archie, Seigel and Company dry cent coal mine explosion in which
added:
"I
Campbell
of rather
seventeen lives were lost according He is Given Three Votes in the Bal- - visit Nell Gwynne. The house the ac- owing to the greater amount
hoth charged with conspiracy in con- goods stores about $100,000 each.
agree with those who think
Chinof
tress occupied is now used as a tea- sleep."
nection with the smuggling
that His Work, next time, will be to
loting for U. S. Senator at
to report of the coroner's jury which
room. It adjoins the King's Head Hoese into this country. The prisoners ROOT PAYS $24,000 RENT
Denver, Colo.
lay the foundations of a world-regiomade
was
The
this
public
morning.
are Robert E. Nix. 15 months, and
FOR CITY FLAT.
tel, where the gay monarch stopped M'FARLAND AND MORAN
the synthesis of all religions that is
jury was unable to ascertain the cause
AGREE ON TERMS. certain to follow upon the establishJesus Velarde, six months.
Denver, Feb. 16. Today's ballot for when racing his horses on the Downs.
inan
of
the
but
stated
that
explosion
New York, Feb. 16. Senator Elihu
United States Senator marked the The hidden door connected the two
Howe Is Wanted.
ment, of the
which
showed
every possibla appearance as candidate of Congress- structures. For two and a half cen- They Will Fight at Fairmount Club at is now approaching."
Acting Governor Jaffa has made a Root, who, It was recently announced, vestigation
New York on March
requisition on the Governor of Texas has sold his old home and leased a precaution to prevent the disaster had man A. w. Ruckev. He received 3 turies the secret of the door has been
hidden beneath plaster and wall paFourteenth.
for the extradition of Robert E. Howe, flat, is not going to be cramped in his been observed.
DECEASED SECRETARY IS
votes, Speer received 27., Adams 20.
who now is in jail at El Paso, and new quarters. Of course, it's not
FOUND SHORT AT TRINIDAD.
per. It was brought to light in the
course of structural alterations. The
who is wanted In Torrance county on quite like the average Harlem flat. HIS HOLINESS, THE POPE,
Chicago, Feb. lfi. PacKey McFar-lanJOAQUIN MILLER. POET OF
and Owen Moran have agreed
SPENT CALM jNIGHT.
the charge of murder of Special Agent It's a little larger it has twenty-tw- o
THE SIERRAS, IS DYING. traditional association of the king's
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 16. A report
a fight at the
McClure of the Santa Fe. Howe is rooms and it's a bit more expensive,
of an alleged shortage of $6,61)5 in the
Oakland, Calif., Feb. 16. Joaquin favorite with this house has beep upon term3 for
Club at New York on March books of the late George C. Bateman,
said to have confessed having had a for he's going to pay $24,000 a year
Rome, Feb. 16. The pope, who 's Miller, the poet who is suffering "from kept alive by its name. The building
hand in the murder of McClure and for it. But that's only $2,000 a month, suffering from influenza, had a rela- a general breakdown, passed a com- has always been known .as Nell Gwyn-ne'- s 14. McFarland started training yes- former secretary of the Trinidad waThe temperature fortable
House and is now the Nell Gwyn-ne'- s terday. He is only five pounds over- terworks, was made by Mayor D. L.
$500 a week, $71 a day. $3 an hour tively calm night.
night His recovery however
and 5 cents a minute.
Tearooms.
this morning is nearly normal.
is a matter of grave doubt.
weight now.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Taylor to the city council tonight.

The district clerks of New Mexico!
are busy compiling statistics on thej
crime of murder committed in New)
Mexico during the past five years.
This data is being gathered at the re-'.quest of the attorney general who has lit
been asked to give statistics to thej
state librarian of Rhode Island. ItS
appears that certain prison reform
workers are anxious to get out a book $
showing the number of murder cases X
in every state and territory and x
something about the penalties inflict-

Denver, Feb. 16. Snow, Ion? looked for and badly needed, is falling toColorado
day in northern Arizona,
and southern Wyoming.
According
to the weather bureau, the storm will
continue until tomorrow morning.
For several weeks, Colorado and the
region south, have felt hardly a drop
of moisture and the prospects for

B!

P; so.

Feb.

16.

A

umvt mcni

igainst Chihuahua city by the Mexican insurrectos, meanwhile
Iteopine
Navarro busy around Juan, is planned, according to members of the
junta. The rai!ri;!s will be
kept cut to the south and an attempt
will be made to capture the capital

Washington, Feb. Ill Declaring
that fraud and corruption
wer-- i used in the passage of the
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TERRIBLE

PICTURE
OF SUFFERING.
Clinton, Ky. Mrs. M. C. Mi'Elroy:
in a letter from Clinton, writes: "For
six years, I was a sufferer from feI could not eat, and
male troubles.
could not stand on ray feet, without
suffering great pain. Three of the
best doctors in the state said I was
in a critical condition, and going down
hill. I lost hope. After using Car-du-i
a week, I began to improve. Xow
I feel better than in six years." Fifty
years of success, in actual practice,
is positive proof that Cardui can always be relied on, for relieving fe
male weakness and disease.
Why
Sold by all
not test it for yourself?

I

y

f

Co.

Talephona No, 4a

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fa.

WE GIVE CASE REGISTER TICKET 6
WITH
ALL
CASH PURCHASES

jfi

Home Treatment

arraiis-vment-

2

built round

feel-in-

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
A New Line of

STETSON SHOESi

For You

New Spring and Summer
Line Samples Just Received

LADIES TAILORING

s:

Eck-man- 's

s

'

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Coats,
Capes and One Piece Dresses.
We extend to theLadies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.
made-to-measu- re

j

'

l

h.--

;

Gentlemen

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1911.

for

Ta&ercElesis

Hany people havo cured thejnselves of
Tuberculosis by a. eiy simpio, inexpensive home metuoi! iresh air, carei'ui
diet and Ectimans Alterative.
This Alterative is nut
meJieine.
It has been conquering nf.ew
tuberculosis lir
several years, cures resulting after other
methods had failed.
Think what this means. No specialist's
fees; no sanatorium chayeo; no traveling expenses.
Kckman's Alterative has cured mativ
people at home, where tneir dear ones
encourage them and sive them that tender care which money cannot buy.
After you have thoroughly Investigated our all'ulavits and testimonials
sure in your own mind that if
Alterative has cured so many
others, it surely must help yotstar:
takins the Alterative. i our improve- Bient should be gradual, but certain.
druggists.
If you have been faithful to Kckman's
Alterative, you will be amazed at your
A statement from one
improvement.
who knows follows:
'
2L'0 So. 4th at., Colwyn, (Darby) Pa.
UP.
"For four years I was
Gentlemen:
troubled with coukIi, which gradually
be ame worse; I had night sweats and
I was losing my
pains in my chest.become
so thin and
and had
appetite
TAKE THE PRESS INTO YOUR
weak I could not attend to my household
CONFIDENCE.
duties. A physician pronounced my case
Consumption. Not beins: satisfied, I wasErasmus Green knew lots of law-- ; he
examined by the physicians of the Polyclinic Hospital; they also pronounced
reeked with erudition
the disease. Consumption, which was
For years he'd poured o'er sheepskin
proven later, by an examination of
tomes without an intermission.
sputum, as lui.ercuiosis Pacini was
found. I was ordred to a Consumptive
He knew what Judson, J., had said in
Hospital, Jly nephew would not allow me to go until I ed trinrl Kckman's Alninth N. J. reports,
terative. Before I d taken the medi- And he could reel decisions off from
cine three weeks I had marked relief;
all the higher courts.
- relieved
takloose and easy;
cough became
But, as he never blew or bragged, no
me and I commenced getting
them. Las Vo- - fever left
to
collect
pains
ing
ever
v
body
guessed
cii. i.i ncaiui iiuinuio ui,urti. i tun
in excellent health now and
have been
That of a thousand legal minds E. gas Optic.
cured for ten years.
I
completely
Green's was much the best.
it."
strongly recommend MART
WASSONT.
(MRS.)
(Signed)
N RELATION
He lived and toiled in poverty; he UNIVERSITY
Eckman's Alterative cures Uronchitls,
never drew a brief,
TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
And when he died no courts adjourned
and write to the Eckman Laboratory.
in token of their grief.
Desire to Bring State Institution In Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
For Sale by all leading druggists and
to Closer Touch With the Peoby Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
His brother John knew little law, but
ple of the Commonwealth.
when a case he tried,
Texas. Feb. 16. The state ver; J. H. Hewitt, New York; T. J.
Houston,
He threatened, blustered, sawed the
schools, particularly the university, Bauseman, Parmington; O. A. Larair, exulted and defied.
And wise men smiled when they pass and their needs have been discussed son, I. C. Lacey, W. H. Jenkins, Dened by, or looked extremely pained; in a general way since the opening ver; E. R. Barrow, San Francisco.
It is ar- Montezuma.
And judges fined him for contempt of the present legislature.
and
apparently on ten- gued by some,
J. B. Newell, A. B. McGaffey, W. L.
and called him
But there were always quite a few able grounds, that the state universl- - Trimble, S. Schloss, J. Levy, John L.
who very much admired him.
ty desires too jnneh power in the Zimmerman, G. A. Kaseman, Albu- While querque; Arthur C. Ringland, United;
And when they got mixed up in law school system of the state.
they quickly went and hired him. the legislators are not opposed to States Forest Service; F. W. Drake,
And thus his business daily grew; for making the university that it should Hodges; C. F. Goodman, Chicago; F.
those who placed reliance
be as an educational center, some of C. Rock, Pagosa Springs; J. M. Hart-- j
Upon his skill, though ignorant, were them are averse to making it a dom- - ley, city; W. L. Evans, Espanola; F.
all
clients.
jnant force in Texas educational mat- - L. Edminster, city; Clavis Kringer,
ters. Out of the present discussion of Chicago; W. H. Langhorne, city; T.
Now, when his cases multiplied the;the matter has come much that is A. Rudio,
Denver; F. F. Jennings,
wise ones said: "We guess
'helpful and hopeful for the university Willard; I. P. Sperry, Truchas; J. H.
for
There must he some good reasons
in partIcuiar ai,d the state in gener- - Herzstein, Albuquerque; J. C. Snow- this person's great success.
a
H ,fl understooa that a number of den, Las Vegas.
His fame is growing rapidly-- he
has genators ,n an effort t0
bring univer- Coronado.
Jai?0t V d
nearer
the people,
education
Perfecto Valdez, Lyden; J. A. Mar--j
And therefore we will let htm have sity
have suggested that a state umversi- - tinez, Taos; D. G. Darrah, Venus; J.I
x
course be adopted and that any H. McHughes,
,f
Cerrillos;
Esquipula
.
And so, though Green knew more ty
.
nnmu rtrflw.iinL'or
than The law school which conforms to this in its Montoya, Pojoaque; J. W. Medina,
to
educate
He built the greatest clientele the equipment and capacity
city; V. Baros, Stanley; V. D. Ewing,
shall be eligible to a part of the state Kennedy.
ronntrv ever 5
It mnv he that Frasmns fireer, was appropriation uaseu upon me pei cap- ita attendance. While this plan canTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
really great and wise,
But there is this much to be said. It not be adopted at once u is uneveu Take LAXATIVE BROMO
Tablets
by those who have given the matter Druggists lefund money if ItQuinine
pays to advertise.
alls to cure E
he
will
it
very W. GROVE'S siKuatureis on each box. 25James J. Montague, in New York consideration, that
generally approved in course of time.
Evening Journal.

(the

Winter Grocery

Receiver for Belen Mercantile Com-pany The Belen Mercantile Company of Belen ha made an assign
ment of its business, under the laws
of New Mexico, for th-- ' benefit of their
creditors, to Willinm M. Berger. Tha
cause of the emburrassament of the
company, it is s:d, is due to their
inability to collect outstanding accounts, owing to t'ue poor season last
year. Several sui f have been pressed against the corporation and in order to protect all the creditors alike
the concern has made the assignment.
a meeting of the
It is hoped that
creditors, which will be called at an
may be
early date some
made whereby the rompany will obtain an extension i t lime and the as
signment dismissed
Collecting Back Taxes District At
torney C. W G. Ward has filed several more suits for the collection of
delinquent taxes in San Miguel county. Service in the suits is being made
as fast as they e filed. Mr. Ward
has been devoting special attention to
tax collections in Mora county. In
spite of the fact that the suits arei
practically all for taxes due prior to
1902, much money has been collected, the entire amount aggregating
about $8,000. People are now showing a disposition to pay up their
taxes sim
they have dis- -

M

Do Not Overlook This

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

Seligman Bros. Co.
P. O. Box 219

Phone 36

addle-braine-

Exclusive
Perfect

Style
Fit
Wear
Comfort

See

r

j

Exceptional
Like a Stocking

'

Shoe

good-payin- g

John Pf lueger Specialist

ROMERO

Eugen:o
LUMBER & COAL YARD

i

j

Base Ball
Stock

Base Ball

Stock

j

j

...

i

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

g.

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Hotel Arrivals.

THOWAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

THE

HERE'S

WORKER!

WONDER

Delegate to State Camp at Santa Fe
At a well attended meeting held by
Las Vegas Camp 13,779, Modern Wood-- !
men of America, Z. W. Montague!
Palace.
was elected delegate to the state camp
B. K Sweeney, Denver; John Ho- I have a it e assortment of
which meets in Santa Fe on May 3.
St. Louis; F. D. Ewing,
Consul C. Clay was chosen nedy; Joseph F. Zinkler, Kansas
Samples for LADIES SUITS
alternate.
COATS
JACKETS or SKIRTS,
John
W.
Wilson, Albuquerque;
City;
Good Citizens' League at Albuquer-jw Brown, George R. Allen, Den-qu- e
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
The Law and Order, or Good
.
are moderate.
Citizens' League of Albuquerque, now
s
There Ig more CRta.TTh In this
a membership of 300, forty-fiv- e
an
other
CALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE
tlon of the country thj.a
names being added to the mem- nllt ,npthP anA ntn the last
AND SYLES.
roll
at
a
eu
cttL
bership
largely
few years was supposed to he Incur
meeting held last night.
For
a
able.
great many years
Trainman Meets Death at Amarillo tors
pronounced it a local disease
101 Washington Ave
R. H. Pinkie, a brakeman for the
'
Santa Fe, was instantly killed by be-to
local
cure
with
I
constantly failing
.
,
mg run down by the passenger train
from Amarillo to Plainview, just south
Science has proven catarrh to be a
of Amarillo. The dead man is unmar
ried and about 30 years of age, Ieav- - constitutional disease and therefore
constitutional
treatment,
ing a widowed mother and other rela- - Hal1
8 Catarrh
Cure' nwiufactnrefl
'
fives in Amarillo.
F- - J- mar-!Marriaae Licenses Issued- -A
Chey & Co., TVedO O., Is
onl? constitutional cure on mar-t- o
riage license was issued at Estancia th,i
Antonio Candelaria of Manzano and ket- u is taken. Internally in doses
10 drops to a teaspoonful.
ItCor. Palace and Washington Avenuai.
Juanita Gallegos y Alderete of Progre-;froso. At Las Vegas licenses were
directly on Diood ana mucous
sued to Jacinta Padilla, 22, and Fran- surfaces of system.
They offer one
cisco Ortiz, 2S, both residents of hundred dollars for any case It afils
Rowe; Silveria Tapia, 20, Juan Ma- to cure. Send for circulars and testidrid, 20, both of La Cuesta; Francisco monials.
Address:
F. 3. CHENEY & CO.,
Baros, 17, La Cuesta, Jose Beatrice,
20, Puertocito.
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Las Vegas Will Plant Trees "Are
Take Hall's Family Pills for
you going to plant trees this year?
If so call on City Clerk Charles
Tamme and leave j'our order for the!
number and variety of trees you deWe Have Built Up
The city expects to have a
sire.
carload of trees here in the early
'i
nl
spring from a Colorado nursery. By
ordering at once you are sure to obtain what you want." Las Vegas Optic.
THE PAC FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery staJubilee Wedding Anniversary Mr.
and Mrs. J. O. Wood of Las Vegas this
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
week celebrated their fiftieth wedding
private ones. If you
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
anniversary. The Masons and the
Presbyterian Ladies' Aid Society
or you have an engagement where a
joined in the celebration, as Mr.
carriage is necessary or proper, send
Wood is a Mason and Mrs. Wood Is
ua word and we will see that you are
a member of the Presbyterian church.
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
Mr. Wood came to New Mexico mor9
and
be pleased with our service
than fifty years ago from Vermont lo-

Ladies Attention

More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE
Agent for

sec-ha-

dis-ne-

.....

j

WHOLESALE
Al D RETAIL

1

.

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

r

.

tw

r .

--

1

r

maw

&

r

FITS ANY PUMP
and Makes It Hump

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

'nTERNATIONAL

KI45
fl IT
1

LU u

STOCK

FOOD.

GRAIN HOQSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCIi

FI HWP

1

PHONE
BLACK

R Q Valentines the latest Specialty-Chine- se
bulbs-Pret- ty
for tables decoration

ll J

GARDEN

FE- -

45

L

15c

Carnations, Lilly of the Valley, Roses and Violets
Wedding Bouquets, Funeral Designs,
THE CLAREDON

Tailor.

j

Sole Agents For

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

Julius Muralter Screened

-

w

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retai

"

1

h. UUKiVlLtlY.

Whohsaie

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

j

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working in ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, arms, pump jack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

ly

each

Poan
uuu

fTV

hrothc

pair of pliers.

uorving

111UL

f

I

ulit?

ICIUIU

U

News of the suicide
was received by relatives in El' Paso.

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliDg.

KErs.vK
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
,mproved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Randes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain. ,

FOR

AIF

JilLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

I

cating at Fort Stanton and then running a saw mill at Fort Union.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Sensitive Boy Commits Suicide
Leaving a note stating "I did not take In large quantities and have every
the pliers," and committing suicide by modern facility for furnishing the
hanging himself with a piece of trot very best rough or dressed
line in a park in San Antonio, was
I umber
the method of self destruction taken i0f every
description. We are thue
enabled
make the very best price.
IT
T
fB1.Pa"-"nd,ator Lumber of .uch high grade,
Zhintu
,0I
fSan Antonio,
d fe fl
Qn
ye
the receipt
letter from an El COWlTaCtS.

7T,

RATON
YANKEE

Charles W. Dudrow

prices.

WILLIAMS
310 San

4

mm

Francisco St 'Phone

139 Res,

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yotar
sock 8 are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. fHONB RED in.

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Pin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOIOS PHARMACY.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
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cadets who were Instigating and leading the mutiny were held for later
consideration, which resulted in the
expulsion of about twenty of the

comprehensive the terms should in
elude manufactured commodities also
Kates are mu-This, too, is done.
tually reduced on a large variety of
The list would have
manufactures.
been even large hud the Dominion
reached the stage of industrial de
velopment in which she felt that she
could include a greater number of ar-

-

RESULTS THAT REMAIN
Are Appreciated by Santa Fe People,
ache and kidney complaint have tried
one remedy after another, finding only
temporary benefit. This is discouraging, but there is one special kidney
medicine that cures permanently and
there is plenty ol proof right here in
Santa Fe.
Here is the testimony of one who
used Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
and now states that the cure was last

ALL SERENE
AT

NSTITUTE

New Mexico's Great Military-SchooHas Quelled Mutiny Spirit

l

On Thursday night, just aft.-- r "tat-- j
too," "fire" was yelled by a guard and
on rushing out cadets and officers
found "long barracks" in flames, which
before
were extinguished, however,
the tire department arrived.
The following morning it was discovered that one of the cadets had
bought some gasoline from a merchant near by, the evening before the
fire, an investigation of which found
all the boys implicated in the burning and arrest of one, the man who
set the match having left town on the
morning train.
There is a law abiding spirit anions
the remaining cadets, the virions
ones having been expelled, they are
really enthusiastic for they feel there
will be no more midnight guard duty
and 4 o'clock hikes, no more punishment of innocent guards because they
failed to get the wily iusurrectos.
Now that they have no fear of 3'
tracism or condemnation on the Iart
of the fellows, the members of the
as
corps openly express themselves
glad of the house cleaning.
Colonel Wilson who had previously refused to give the boys a dance
on Friday night because of their vi
cious attitude, after separating the
sheen from the goats, allowed the
sheep to have their usual dance. Every one enjoyed himself, and the
girls said it was the best ditnee ot

ANNEXATIO
OF
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CU IAD

Secretary of State Philander
C. Knox Refutes Champ
Clark

j

ticles."

Special regard for "the great class
producers," for the
market offered by Canada to this
country and the market offered by the
ing.
NOT
BUT
United States to Canada, and for "the
CONCERT
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St., UNDESIRABLES ARE EXPELLED
legitimate expansion of our manufacSanta Fe, N. M., says: "There is no
was fcivc-industries"
during
to
me
for
give
turing
too
strong
praise
Address Before the Chicago As-- l the recent negotiations, added Mr.
Doan's Kidney Pills. The splendid re- Firm Discipline of Faculty and
Knox, in explaining the reductions on
sociation of Commerce
sults I obtained from their use sevclasses of agricultural implements,
Regents Restores Complete
jail
eral years ago has been permanent
Lasi NipKt
Order.
e f
a(,mission of cottonseed oil
and for that reason, my confidence in
into Canada, the exemption from dutyj
them has increased. I suffered from a
no Hi" peo- Chicago, Feb. 16.
all frtlj,s an(j vegetables and other
dull, heavy ache in the small of my
(From Roswell Daily Record.)
of the United States and Canada
pie
products of which some
back and was subject to headaches
af,rjoiltural
The following article covering the
are "a substantially homogeneous pen- - s.,,.,jr,ns iiave a surplus at certain
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
recent
the
unpleasantness
of
nle" with "deep moral and racial re-- I seasons.
1
The benefits are generally
had no ambition and was poor in history
the cadets at the Military In
ciprocitits," the benefits of the pro- distributed in Mr. Knox's opinion and
health when I procured Doan's Kidney among and the present situation ana
wonderful
UNNY MONDAY Laundry Soap contains a
with no
reciprocity
posed commercial
Pills. It did not take them long to stitute is issued upon the statements
permanent injury to any producIt will double
dirt-startbo
effect,
to
obscured
which saves hall ihe rubbing.
not
to
by
Canada
"oucht
this,
from
that day
cure me and
ing class is apprehended."
of Col. James W. Willson, superintendtoo cordial and
relations
free
the
of
for
fear
of
the
provision
I have been free from kidney
be apparSpeaking
real
virtues
Its
not
clothes.
the life of your
may
ent of the school, with his approval
I willingly confirm the public
t;0nfeival)ly dangerous to the groat wheat, Mr. Knox pointed out. that the
of
taken
view
officially
the
and
gives
Canadian loyalty to England. in the transportation facilities of the United
statement I gave in January, 1907, tellent the first time you use it. You have perhaps been washing
not
Kid the whole matter although it is
of
Canathe
of
State,
the
Secretary
for
States
heavily-rosine- d
opinion
surplus
ing of my experience with Doan's
handling
communication.
soap, and it will take some
issued as an official
your clothes with a
Philander C. Knox, who addressed dian crop must be taken into account
ney Pills."
week's
trouble
a
of
the rosin soap has done.
what
undo
60
a
After
siege
time for Sunny Monday to
For sale by all dealers. Price
the Chicago Association 0 Commerce thus preventing the "demoralization
New Mexico
of
the
authorities
the
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
here last night:
of prices which results through the
But after three or four washings you will notice a decided differNew York, sole agents for the United Military Institute report that everythe
miof
upon
while
that
dumping
larger quantities
Mr. Knox declared
About
thing is uiet this morning.
ence in the whiteness of your clothes.
States.
jgrations proceeded as constantly and European markets, where the world's
have
Remember the name Doan's and half of the dismissed cadets
flannels.
lie declared that
as freely between Canada and the supply is fixed."
Sunny Monday will not shrink your
gotten out of town, re.ieving the offitake no other.
as between two states the free admission of gram rrom CanUnited
States
had
have
and
of
fears
cers
what
they may
Sunny Monday will not make your woolens harsh
of this country and while the two peo ada would meet the present situation
Colonel
Willson's
source.
from
that
of
in the liuds
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ple have been welding tosethpr for and place the control
office has been besieged day and the year.
"nettley."
is not the slight- the American grain growers.
"there
Department of the Interior,
two
centuries
of
boys.
expelled
are
their
parents
by
The
teachers'
night
resuming
Office.
Land
States
United
this racial and
"The principal complaints against
Sunny Monday will not fade your colored goods.
But just as he went slow about ex- work with renewed zeal. The manly est probability that
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 13, 1911.
.Mr.
Knox,
involve
continued
will
any
political
union
moral
the
measure,"
pelling them, so is he slow about re- courage which the Board of Regents
Notice is hereby given that the
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The Las Vegas Optic and the El
Paso Times are right when they deTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
clare that the southwest needs more
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
and Superintendent. people. Even though capital is
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurefor irrigation works, it takes
the right kind of farmers
to make
Entered as Spcond Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
them a success; even though money
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hazard, too indefinite, to bring the results desired. The New Mexican has
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New
Mexico.
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in
ter describing glowingly the resourevery postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation ces of the city and its surrounding
country, it had people come in and
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
we
"We read your article,
say:
have come a long distance to grow
up with the country. We want to
buy an irrigated tract of land to raise
celery, or raise fruit. Where is such
to be had in this immediate vicinity?"
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The faculty and regents of the New It was up to the New Mexican and it
With the accuracy characteristic of
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Careful inquiry in the
the muck rakers, Alfred Henry Lewis; Mexico Military Institute are to be! Santastumped.
Fe, Tesuque and Espanola valin the latest isue of the Cosmopolicongratulated that they subdued an leys did not bring the right kind of
tan, gravely informs the reading pub-- ; incipient mutiny among the students: encouragement. Others came and
But
lie that Arizona and New .Mexico will with firm hand and unceremoniously; said: "We want employment."
Santa Fe has no factories, no mills,
send four Mormon Senators to Wash--' expelled the undesirables from the
no large offices where the young man
ington and thus will help the Mor-- : student body. The New Mexican be-- j or the young woman rushing in from
mon hierarchy to conquer the United; lieves that at the bottom of the trou-- ! the east can find
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a matter of fact, New Mexico does
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control
who
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precinct
Territory,
the Mormons have a few small settle-- ; skillful in bringing up sons, found an the resources of New Mexico, were to
arrive on tonight's Santa Fe trains.
settle-j
ments in San Juan county, a
easy solution for the problem of a
ment at Raman in McKinlcy county "bad" egg in the family, by securing What would or could Santa Fe do with
them? The problem demands study,
having less than :W) people, and a a scholarship for the "bad" egg and
thoughtfnlness, it defew families in the Espanola valley. shipping him off to the Military In- it demands
mands
The
resources
The entire Mormon
population
ofj stitute. Of course, there have been and the preparation.
land in the raw lie all around,
New Mexico, men. women and chil-- j
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is
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ally and to develop them. The growth
territorial legislature, or in any terri- those who have
attained a high marls' and development of an arid country is
torial office. They are of no conse--l in a
a different proposition
competitive examination,
from the setquenoe in politics and are inoffensive would be
too bad for New Mexico's tlement of a region where land is not
citizens, who are making an honest
most successful academic school tq.( only free but rainfall is abundant and
livelihood by farming.
Says the Cosbe mistaken for a genteel reforma-- i large cities exist to give work to the
mopolitan quoting an imaginary Sentory by scucessful politicians with un- young and to the strong.
ator:
manageable sons.
It is one thing to issue advertising
con"The Mormon church grows
literature describing in glowing colstantly stronger, not weaker. Politicors the resources and the advantages
A SANE FOURTH AT SANTA FE.
ally, it holds Utah in the. biack hollow of its hand. As a balance n" powChicago has already started the of Santa Fe; it is another matter to
er it controls, for wi:at purpos it campaign for a saner Fourth this place immigration when it does come
has in view, Nevada, Colorado, Idaho. year and it might not be too early for to an old settled community, which
Montana, Wyoming, Arizona, and Nev .Mayor Arthur Seligman to announce already has all of its lands in private
Mexico. Aside from these, it is of publicly his intentions as to the en ownership and its water rights approin both forcement of the ordinance against priated. In such community, developconvincing political weight
No party, the discharge of fireworks within the ment must be along the lines of least
Oregon and Washington.
whether Republican or Democratic, city limits. It will avoid the argu-- j resistance and must be carefully
would defy or offend the Mormon in- nient always brought at a late day,! planned and consistently executed.
fire-- ! It is one of the reasons why the comthat, merchants have ordered
fluence in any of these states.
"Take the Senate, of which body works and would be out of pocket if mercial bodies of the city should get
I'm a member: For what it wants, the sane Fourth idea is enforced. together and plan for the future. Talk
the Mormon church already holds Santa Fe liked the sane Fourth soj and boosting is important, but it is
well last year, that Mayor Seligman, still more important to back up
twelve seats. When Arizona and
claims with actualities.
pick their senators, the Mor- will make no mistake to adhere to his
mons, for their own limited purposes, policy of last year, a policy which is
Mrs. Cyrus H. McCormick has just
will get their brand on four more.'
being taken up by ail the large cities,
"'Limited purposes?' What do you including Chicago and Cleveland. At donated $10,000 for another building
the same time, citizens might plan a to be added to the group of the Presmean, I asked.
"Why, this: The Mormons are, as big statehood celebration, with a his- byterian Sanitarium at Albuquerque.
a church, most, modest at present. toric pageant, with free band concert, One modern, sanitary $10,000
strucAll they ask is that the church be with other diversions and amusements ture is almost completed and the Sanlet alone. They recall with horror the that do not endanger health, limb and itarium has become the
largest of its
Edmunds act, which, during the eigh life. A full day's program could be kind in the United States, and
gives
ties, was as a ''orest fire to polygamy arranged at but slight expense that promise of becoming a vast instituand poiygamists, burning all that were would draw crowds from the sur tion that will add
a thouovertaken by it. Statehood, by put rounding country and still would be sand or two to the eventually of the
population
no
own
into
their
from
their
sane
the
Fourth Duke City. It is development
ting
punishment
departure
along
own hands, removed the menace of idea.
natural lines to build sanitaria in
the Edmunds Act, broke its teeth and
New Mexico, to reclaim the fertile
The Denver Times expresses
saved the Mormon with too many
the
wives. Now the Gentiles threaten dilemma of most thoughtful and pa- lands, to induce tourists to come here,
them with an amendment to the na- triotic citizens when it says: "We and will more certainly add to poputional .vonsii' ution, taking the busi are not, theoretically, in favor of the lation and wealth, then going after inthat are
ness away from the state courts and direct election of United States Sen- dustries and development
not natural to climate, land and local
making polygamy an offense punish- ators by the people. We, are not,
able in the federal courts. It is that theoretically, in favor of the proposed circumstances.
possible amendment which the Mor- amendment to the constitution which
Word comes from Albanv that, the
mons fear. Against such a chance, has that 'reform' in view. We fear
however, the church, as I tell you. that the direct election of senators real fight over the senatorship is not
controls a dozen senators. With Ari- will be the forerunner to the virtual on account of Tammany, but on aczona and New Mexico admitted,
it abolition of the states, because it count of the social ambitions of the
will count on sixteen a full sixth of will be invariably followed, sooner or wives of rival candidates.
It is true
the Senate! It will control, too, the later, by a demand for senatorial rep- today, as it has been in all ages,
delegations of those eight states in resentation on a population basis. But that woman is almost inevitably at
the House. Also, were an
neither are we in favor of the meth- the bottom of every human ambition
amendment to the constitution ods by which William P. Sheehan is and every human achievement. More
submitted to the states, the Mormons now seeking election to the Senate than one historian has traced wars,
could politically protect themselves from the state of New York. Neither changes in dynasties, revolutions, to
in those eight I've named.' "
are we in favor of the machine dead- the intrigues of the female mind or
lock that is at this time delaying the ambition of men to please somcj woTOO MANY KILLINGS.
election of a senator from Colorado. man. It is Goethe who declared that
In the past five years in the Fourth And we feel, as the people doubtless- the universe is ruled by the "ewige
Judicial District, according to the re- ly feel, that direct election, with all weibliche," the "eternally feminine.'
port of District Clerk John Joerns, its probability of elimination of the
The snowfall bulletin of the U. S.
the courts took cognizance of thirty- - states as states, is preferable to a
nine murder cases and in but two in national farce that is either corrupt Weather Bureau issued yesterday is
rather pessimistic as to the
stances was the extreme
Rio
penalty or stupid,
meted out to the assassins. Ten oth
Grande, San Juan and other waterers were sent to the penitentiary. The
It is difficult to force Democratic sheds. Uuless heavy snows
and
other twenty-sevemurders, evident- politicians from the trough in Demo- rains come during this and following
Whether there cratic states. In the "progressive" months, the outlook for an abundant
ly, were unavenged.
were any cases of which no cogniz- commonwealth of Texas, for
instance, water supply for irrigation is not fa
ance was taken, of course, cannot be the brutal convict
leasing system has vorable. True, there will be enough
stated, but the statistics available are proved so profitable to politicians to go around, if economy is practiced
startling, to say the least, and still that the dictates of humanity have and the water is scientifically applied
further emphasize the
been ignored up to the present. How- but the distribution of waters in New
of the people of New Mexico, in that
ever, there is hope that the present Mexico under the old system is notorno lynchings have taken place
for legislature will adopt the indetermln- - iously wasteful and inequitable.
many years. In Grant county, in one ate sentence
law, which "conservaweek, recently, there were six violent tive" New Mexico
"Horse racing without, betting is
already has on Its
killings. None of these, could come statute book3. When
declare
the sports
comes to true impracticable,"
it
under the heading of murder, for they
conservative New Mexico Is and in consequence horse racing will
were either the killing
of horse progress,
have to go and has gone in Califorthieves who sought to avoid arrest, very near at the head of the column
New York and other progressive
or killings in self defense. Be that while progressive states like Texas nia,
states
whose people believe that
are
of
still
in
the
twilight
reactionary
as it may, violent killings are growgambling is in the same class as laring far too frequent in New Mexico, Bourbonism.
ceny, and merely a form of robbery.
investigations of them by grand juries
The common geezer is being conis
electric
Cheap
promised
power
are too lax and prosecutions by dismore and more that
vinced
the
Albuany
Rio
around
Grande valley
trict attorneys in some instances not
secured or accumulated in any
Behind it all, querque and it will be utilized by money
sufficiently vigorous.
is the inefficiency of the old jury sys- land owners to bring large tracts un- other way than by honest industry,
intellitem and a code of legal practice that der intensive cultivation. This will public service or
seems fashioned especially to provide eventually do as much and more for gence, is stolen.
every possible loophole for a guilty the permanent prosperity of the Duke
The proposition that all commercial
man to escape punishment.
City than
railroad shops, lumber
clubs, Boy Scouts,
mills or other industries, whose ex- bodies, social
The advance guard of the new era istence is precarious when the rail- should be housed in one modern, adedeclares that every child has the road finds it convenient to have them quate building in Santa Fe, has logic
in its favor. Be It calland
and
right to be
elsewhere.
Santa Fe, too, could de- ed Y.economy
M. C. A., Board of Trade buildThe latter can be arranged, i neces- velop its "back"
country in that manor any other name, it would be a
sary, without the parent, the former ner and double and treble the circula- ing
can only be reached by legislation tion of money among its business- ten strike to make it a reality, and
the businessmen of Santa Fe should
that will not permit any immoral man men. There is nothing sustains the have
gumption enough to make it a
or woman, any one tainted with in- even prosperity of a community as
this year.'
curable disease or intemperate hab- powerfully as does a well developed reality
to
be
its
married. Drastic, it Is true, surrounding agricultural country.
Why go all the way to Great Bribut it is(.coming and will usher in the
tain for brides for the sturdy farmers
New Mexico is considered a poor of the Canadian Northwest when
period twhen such drastic laws will
not bp necssary for the protection of commonwealth, yet it has a bank for steamship fares would be saved
by
the blmane race and the nation.
every 4,000 population.
drawing the supply from Boston?
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AKTHUF.

SELIGMAN.

j

j Application
40c.

Secretary.

res.

public is respecfuily solkksd- -

por Llcencla de Matrl-pliego.
Commandeiy No monlo,
Certiflcado de Mwrte, 4 pliego.
1, K. T. Regular conclav.
Certiflcado de Nacimento,
I fourth
pliego.
Monday in each
de Fallecimentos 7
Kegistraclon
month at Mfi'onlc Hall at
25c.
Muertes,
7:30 p m.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
E. C.
CHAS. A.
Santa

1

2

Fe

1--

4

W. E. GRIFFIN,

THE

Civil, $4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Noe. Itwnd 2, full leather, $6.50 a volto 12 Inclusive, S3.30 each;
ume;
Monei Digest of New Mexico Re
ports, full sheet, S6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License. B0 ip Book,
J3.00.
tfeneral License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14, $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification ul Change ta Assess
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
100 in Book. 75c.
County Superintendent's Warrant,
50 in Book. 35c.
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 in Book, 25e.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
pages, 50c.
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
full sheev.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness.

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge oi Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Aucient and Accepted
Scottish RUe of Fiee Masonry' meet
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening lii
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
32.
S. SPIT
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretory.
B. P. 0. c.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B, JP. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the sac
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
A. J. FISCHER,
tnd welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exaltefi Ruler
Secretary.

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex

1

West

Large Samplej
Room

1

celled

for

Com-

mercial Travelers

1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
' well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an
phone.

Contest Notice,
sheet
ft 1 aaeet.
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,;
2

2

pROP,
Best Hotels in the

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BAT .'I

sheet.

2

of the

One

sheet

Final Proof.

HOTEL
WikMAM VAUGHN

2

F. W. FARMER.
Homestead No. 2879.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado'g Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Eichie,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

oSP'P8

THOS. DORAN

FINE CUISINE

ROOM,

sheet

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

Contest Against
sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final

Affidavit of

2

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds proof,
sheet
Additional Entry,
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
sheet
320 Homestead Entry,
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
Room. Visiting Brothers are always sheet
welcome.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap-EDWARD C. BURKE,
plicant, full sheet
MANUEL B. OTERO,
President.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Secretary.
Township Plats,
sheet
Township Plats, full sheet.
Poll Book, for Town Election,

C0B0NADO HOTEL

2

'

1-- 2

ONE OF THE 9EST SHORT ORDER

CUISINE

1

CARDS

pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English,
30c and 40c.
Road Supervisor's

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
V v

ttfvi'

y rf

Chas. F. Easley,Chas. R. Easley.
Santa Fe.
Estancla.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Atto rneys-at-L- a
w
WILLIAM McKEAN

....
Attorney-at-l.a-

Receipt,

25c.

'

Di
20c,

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED
HOT AND GOLD BATHS.

4

PROFEbSIOKAL

AND

j

1-- 2

Every Room
a Good One.

ELEOTRIO

G. LUPE HERRERA,

124126

PART OF CITY

LIGHTS
RATES

Prop.

$1,00

6O0 1

per day

88

TELEPHONE

Stamps, Etc.
One line stamp, not over 2
Inches
long, 15c; each addiional line,x 10c
extra.
Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1.00.
' Regular line daters, for ten years,

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block Westot Capitoj

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave

60

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

2

35c.
Facsimile signature stamps, with.
Taos,
New Mexico.
wood cut, $1.50.
sheet
C. W. G. WARD
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Territorial District Attorney
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage, 2
. .
Las Vegas,
New Mexico

IN THE CENTRAL

HSBI

'

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
Service.

ROOM-G- ood

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

Mining and Land Law.

Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe,

N. M

1-- 2

1--

sheet

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneya-at-La-

I

Replevin Writ 4 sheet
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet.
Peace Proceedings, Contolaint
1--

Practice in the District Courts an
well og before the Supreme Court of sheet.
Warrant
sheet
the territory.
Commitment
sheet
Las Cruces, . . . New Mexico
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet
A. 13. Rtneharv
E. P. baviet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Attorneys at Law.
4
sheet.
Practices in the Supreme aud DisExecution, 4 sheet
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
sheet.
Summons,
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Certificate of Brand.
sheet
Santa Fe
New Mexico

SOFT

IISIKS

tl kx4 hat

Psi

Tste$ha

toOataff mm
IEGOT

4

WTflLD

Mggeotad to
feinty M wrwffMwg
tool md fawitisff
CHERRY, LEMON SODA, WOK

BOV,

ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

4

8ASTTA

1--

S

AH

4Mha

FE BOTTLING WORKS.
HEHBV UHCK. riiiaitatii
nhr.

maim tram, ilmmd

4

4

Shep Contract

n

n

S.

If .Farmington v.a.i's to have a conBLANKS
R. J. PALEK, President,
J. B. BEAD, CasMei.
Texas
venient outlet to Oklahoma,
L,
A,
and the gulf, there is only one logical
HUGHES,
FRAKK
Printed and foi sale by New Mexl-- ;
McKAKE, Assistact Cashier,
it. and that is one ean
railroad line to
Company, Santa Fe, N.
Printing
re
3
up the Canon limine and down the Mex.
b
,
Chama river to Santa Fe. Any other
Butchers'
sheeL
Bond,
3
route is simply assuming the burden
g
Sheriffs'
Monthly Report of Li
of unnecessary nibae and difficult
censes,
sheet
'SAS3TA
grades that will make it impossible
.
Spantsn Blanks.
to have the line a financial success.
Auto de Arreato.
pliego.
A glance at the map will prove this.
Oliissit
Auto de Prision, 4 plleso.
hi
Declaracion Jurada, 4 pliego.
H :
In 1370
Certiflcado de NombramieUo,
pliego.
FRATERNAL S0CET1ES
Capital Stock
$150,000
Fianza Oficlal,
pliego.
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profits
Fianza Oficlal y Juramento.
pliego.
MASONIC.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
transacts a general banking business in all Its branche.
i
pligeo.
Loans money on the most favorable terms s all kinds of
No
Montezuma Lodge
Formula de Enumeraclon.
pliego.
personal and collateral security. Buys and seiis bonds and
1, A, F. & A. M. Res
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre- communication ceptors,
mar
in all mirket for its customer.
stocks
yz pliego.
Buys and eila
first. Monday of eac!
Zbc.
domestic
and ivrt'tzn exchange and maka teWranhic
aminos,
mouth a Masonic ha,
Libros de Recibo de Capltacion. 50 2 0f monev ta all nurt of th
. .1
:.
.rlA
r
at 7 SO y. m.
"
d
en un llbro. 25c.
II. H. DORM AN,
ffiven by
money tranamiting agency public or
Notlcla de Asesores de Asesameate!
Master. 100 en un llbro. 75c.
? private.
Interest allo wed on time deposits at the rate of three
CHAS. E. L1NNEY, Secretary.
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego,
par csist par annum, on six months' or years' iime. Liberal
Documento Sin Garantia. 2 pliego.
advances
made on consign mients f livestock anJ products.
2
sheet
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
Option,
Tire
bank
all orders of its patrons In the banking line,
executes
Notas Oblig&cionerf, 25c por 59.
R. A. X.
Regular conand airas to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
vocation second Monday of
respoct.
Libros de Recibos Supervisors de!
each month at Masonic
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bankm.
at
7:30
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
Hall
p.
ing. Safety deposit boxes for
The patronage of tfee
JOHN H. WALKER, H. P. de Escuela, 4, 6,
8 paglnas, 20c, 20c

y

well-bor-

JPE,

HARRY D. MOULTON,

1-- 2

sheet

Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bond.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet.
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
14
N

Santa Fe," N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Clatmi and Contests a Specialty

4

For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday'.
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
Phone No 23 Red

Bill of Sale,

1-- 2

Draftiman
Authority to
Copies furnished of records on file Handle Animals
in the U. S. Surveyo'- General's Office corded Brand,
.
. i
Santa Fe.
New Mexico
Authority to
Handle Animals
-

1--2

PROBERT & COMPANY

La Salle Restaurant

sheet

Gather, Drive and
Not Bearing Owner'1
2

1-- 2

2

If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

""

1--2

Non-Miner-

1-- $

office.

boors below F. Andrews

Store

REGULAR MEALS 25c,1
SHORT

ORDERS

BOARD

AT

BY THE

AIL

HOURS

WEEK $5

00:

French Noodle order 20c. dish.
New 5f

ork Chop

v.i

j

sOc.

aish.

I

Wells Fargo & ompony
xpress
Gmral Express Forwarders
1

1--

press

CHAS. GANN, Prop,
Two

sheet
Gather, Drive and
Bearing Owner's Re-

Recorded Brand, 2 sheet
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
Lands, Mlneo, Bona A Stock.
Escritura de Eenuncla, 2 pliego.
Documento Garantlzado.
Money Loaned for Investors,
pliego.
We have for sale general stocks of
Hlpoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and pliego.
other Business Opportunities throughDocumento de Hlpoteca, 2 pliego.
out Taos county.
Documento
Garantlzado.
extensa
Bank References furnished.
forma enters, full sheet
Taoa
New Mexico
Certiflcado de Matrimonlo, 10c cads
nno.
DR. C. M. RILEY.
Affidavit
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon. sheet
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
Deed of Trust, full sheet
college of Chicago.
Release of Deed of Trust
sheet
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Compiled Laws of N. M.. 1897. $9.60.
Dentistry a Specialty.
Postage 45c.
Office: Chars. Closson's Barn.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Day Phone, Black 9.
Notary Seals:
Aluminum Pocket $2.75. delivered
Night Phone, Mala 184.
Out cf town calls promptly an- Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest ex-

Investments

,

1

4

sheet
R. W. WITTMAN

Open Day an d Night

2

1--

Attorney-at-La-

iMFEHlAL LAUNDRY

AH

--

TO

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargc
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDEPS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tlsroaghont tbe United States. Canada. Mex
and all Foreigr Countries
REMITTANCES SENT EY TELEGRAPH

J D. BARNES. Aaent

FEBRUARY

THURSDAY,

-

16, 1911.

.UNITED STATES BANK

PAGE FIVB

M.

moral progress of our j..,imi.
C5&
"American bojhood M.o:;M be rea
vi
FEBSOML MEHTION"")i sourceful and inventive ' that the 1 j
uv may lie
American man of the
(nr tliir . ever ready to help in the hour of the
n
six years. One year 60 last April 1
Attorney John YV. Wilson of Albu- nation's need.
1
for
Cascurcts
to
'
is
constipation
ermv
the
into
who
taking
hotel.
Palace
at
the
is
The boy
querque,
the pi Pi
kind of a man should scorn the course of a weekandI noticed
B. K. Sweeney, A. O. Larson and O. right
at the end ot
began to disappear
C. Lacey, are Denver salesmen at the King as he scorns cowardice and he; weeks
me
at a;..
trouble
not
did
they
should remember that 'he right kind Cascarets have done wonders for me.
Palace.
considerate1 am entirely cured and feel like a nt,
man is
Attorney Frank F. Jennings of Wil- - of strong courteousalways
toward others. man." George Kryder, Napoleon, O.
lard, Torrance county, is at the Mon of and
try to render
Therefore, let each
tezuma.
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
to do well'
and
others
to
Do Good. Never Sicken. ealten or Grijie.
try
service
Kenof
man
a
railroad
F. D. Ewing,
0c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The gca-- ;
comes
his
'0
hands,
that
task
every
nine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed 10
nedy, southern Santa Fe county, is at
i0f
cure
or your cuoue" back.
little."
or
big
the Palace.
the
speakers at the banquet
Among
L.
Bradford
Governor
Former
were Ambassador I'.ryce and Gifford
Prince has gone to Denver on import- Pinchot.
ers which was appointed some time
ant business.
ago to determine the value of land
Boy Scouts,
Albuquerque
Mrs. Mary 'A. Williams of Denver,
At a meeting Tuesday of the com- in the Hot Springs canyon belonging
was in Santa Fe today, collecting for
AI-- i
to .Mrs. Archibald and others, which
at
ball
the
Boy
mittee on
the Home League Orphanage at
to
buqtierqne, an executive committee the Agua Pura company sought
to thoroughly reorga- have condemneil for reservoir purposwas
appointed
J, H. Herzstein, former resident of
nize the Scouts. The executive com-- i es. Attorney Davis objected to the
Santa Fe, and now a salesman travel- mittee who will promptly take steps filing of the objections as the period
ing out of Albuquerque, is at the Mon- 'to affiliate the Boy Scouts with the of ton days, which is allowed by law
tezuma.
''national organization is con pos.'d of for the filing of such proceedings, had
J. B. Newell, A. B. McGaffey, W. L. prominent citizens
of
Albuquerque elapsed.
Trimble, S. Schloss, are businessmen who will devote lime and energy to
Judge Roberts allowed the objec-- j
here from Albuquerque. They are at ward making the Scout movement a tions to be filed. Mr. Davis excepted
the Montezuma.
factor in the development, moral and land filed notice of an atvH'.il l:om
Miss Stella Sloan and Mrs. M. H. physical, of the outh of the city.
the award of the commissioners and
The personnel of h. executive asking for the jury trial at the May
Byrd were in Las Vegas yesterday on
K.
Putney. term of court.
matters appertaining to the Woman's committee chosen
The appraisers, in
Amado Chaves, .1. H. i'llielly, E. A. their
Christian Temperance Union.
of the land, valued it at
report
.
Hern-don.1.
B.
Mrs. Herman Boottger, mother of! Mann, D. A. Macph
,T.
Borradaile. I'.
Lee, Simon $?,sn.
Mrs. H. I Ortiz, arrived last night
Yesterday afternoon Judge Roberts
from Manitowoc, Wis., to visit her Stern, D. RosenwaU. ::tl Dr. Robert heard
arguments in the case of the
daughter who has been ill in bed with Smart.
Sash & Door company
Muscatine
scout
a
As the scout rules
rheumatism for over srven months.
John Hill, a contractor. The
against
of
twenty-onage,
over
foryears
master
New
of
York
J. H, Hewitt
city,
mea leader past early suit involves the legality of a
merly a newspaper man and now ad and preferably
in the sum of
$1.34",
lien
chanic's
masscout
of
a
choice
vance agent for Ole Olson Company, manhood the
considera- held by the company on the Crockett
was at the Palace today. Mr. Hewitt ter was also taken under
The court granted leave to
E. Mc- building.
Dr.
vote
unanimous
tion.
By
has just made a tour of Canada.
in the case to file briefs.
the
univerof
the
lawyers
president
Drake, who has many friends Queenof Gray,
F,
shown
who
has
New Mexico,
sity
here, spent yesterday in Santa Fe, 'considerable
.'Interest in the move-tn'ni- t DRINK DEMON IS
and left today for Hodges, Taos counscout master and
elected
was
AGAIN AT WORK.
ty, where he i3 interested in the San- 'will hereafter direct the destinies of
ta Barbara Tie and Pole Company
the scouts. He will choose his assist- George Zimmerman is Arrested for
lumber mill.
ant officers from the ranks.
Exciting Too Much Interest on
George R. Allen, district traffic suThe Albuquerque Roy Scouts now
Santa Fe Flyer.
Union
of
the
Western
perintendent
have a brass band of their own. The
It. appears that George Zimmerman,
was
in
the
city magnificent flag which will be given
Telegraph Company
a printer who worked in
today and called at the office of the the Boy Scouts of Albuquerque by formerly
Santa Fe took a flyer on the Santa
New Mexican. His home is in
be
Mrs. L. B. Putney will
presented Fe flyer yesterday and made the conbe-- :
by Mayor Elder and accepted in
ductor think it advisable to out hira
litMrs. Lee Atwater and her pretty
by Amado off at Kennedy.
half of the organization
He got into more
tle daughter. Dorothy, are visiting Chaves, Jr.
trouble and this afternoon will be arMrs. Carl Bishop at her home on East
Maria
raigned before Justice Jose
Palace avenue. Mrs. Atwater is a FIRST INTERURBAN LINE
Garcia on the charge of drunkenness
cousin of Mrs. Bishop and she resides
OUT OF SAN ANTONIO. and disorderly conduct.
in Holton, Kansas.
Zimmerman was arrested by SpeChief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund of It Will Be Six Miles Long and Will cial Officer Snowden of the Santa Fe.
the department of public instruction,
Run to San Jose and Terrell
who is in the city today.
will leave Sunday for Mobile where
Hot Springs.
he will attend a meeting of educators.
STOPPED THOSE PAINS.
Mr. Asplund may later attend mardi
San Antonio, Texas. Feb. 1R The
Copper Hill, Va. Mrs. Ida Connor,
this
between
line
city
gras festivities at New Orleans.
first interurban
of this place, says: "For years I had
John L. Zimmerman, the civil en- and a suburban town will be ready to a
pain in my right side, and I was
gineer of Las Vegas and former coun operate as soon as workmen can build very sick with womanly troubles. I
was
This
of
road.
the
Fe
of
county
miles
Santa
five
about
ty surveyor
tried different doctors but could get
here yesterday and left la3t night for line will connect San Antonio with no relief. I had
given up all hope of
en-his home in Las Vegas. He is
San Jose, the town which contains ever
well. I took Cardui, and
getting
Bernaof
This
wells.
a
hot
in
survey
Terrell
famous
the
making
gaged
it relieved the pain in my side, and
lillo county.
road wa begun some months ago but now I feel like a new
It is
person.
one mile
women j
"Judge Clarence J. Roberts and for some cause after about
medicine."
wonderful
a
Many
was
work
Mrs. Roberts will leave tomorrow for :had been completed,
and discour-- j
are completely worn-ou- t
Saturday A. D. Powers, aged on account of womanly troubles.
their home in Raton. Judge Roberts stopped.
has been here ten days hearing mat- who is heavily interested in San Jose, Are you? Take Cardui, the woman's
ters in chambers and looking after took over the contract to build a road, tonic.
Its record shows that It will
other court business. He will return and work on this will begin at once.
Try it toyou.
Why wait?
help
inabout February 24 to resume this This it is said is the beginning of
it.
about
Ask
your
druggist
day.
terurban lines centering in San Anwork." Las Vegas Optic.
the
that
also
understood
tonio. It is
"George R. Allen, district traffic
If you want anything on earth try
road to San Jose will be pushed fur- a
New Mexican Want Ad.
perintendent of the Western Union
time.
a
in
short
to
southeast
the
ther
Telegraph company, was a visitor in But with this line completed it will
busi-jLas Vegas today on company
to the thouness. Mr. Allen is a man of pleasing be of much convenience
come
here for THE PRICE- who
of
tourists
sands
address and made the acquaintance
health
their
of
having
of numerous patrons of the local tele- the purpose
of
waters
the
in
benefited
by
bathing
this
He
left
DOES NOT ALWAYS
graph office while here.
demonbeen
wells.
has
famous
the
It,
evening for Santa Fe." Las Vegas strated
wathese
a
doubt
that
DISIGNATE A BARGAIN
beyond
Optic.
ters have many curative properties,
particularly for thosa suffering with
TAFT AND ROOSEVELT
muscular and nervous diseases.
QUALITY
PRAISE BOY SCOUTS.
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CAPITAL 850,000.0ft
Business

Does a General BaDking

Your Patronage Solicited

W.

Asst. Caseier

E. GRIFFIN,

Surety Bonds

Real Estate

INSURANCE
FURNISHED AND
MODERN RESIDENCES
BUILDINGS,

Rent

FOP

Sa

I

AND STORE

f

AND IMPROVED
CITY
FRUIT AND ALFALFA RA.N-F0- r
LARGE
TRACTS! ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY
LOTS

S

e

A.

(C.

BISHOP.)

Phone. Red

LET U.S TELL YOU A LITTLE .SECRET
DO NOT .SCOLD YOUR DRE.S.S MAKER,
.SHE CPNNOT BE EXPECTED To MAKE

lo.

189

AN

Spent in Sleep, WHY
See our
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
comfort.
Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
for
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables
and
Lace
the library and many other things.
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.
AKERS-WAGNE-

of Life is

EXPERT EM BALMERS

&

in best
Completly renovated and placed
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa
Fe. Steam Heat.

..

.SIMPLY PERFECTION. THEY
THO.SE .SUPURB
GIVE THE FIGURE
SCULPTURED LINES WHICH ARE SO

ARE

MUCH

inform a 1

1

o n

J0SEPH

hayward,

B

W. N. Townsend & Co.N.

&

address0"

Room

No- -

8,

Insurance Agency.

Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

.

-
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.
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RISING

Neckties
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FR AmiftG TASTEFULLY

PICTURE

AND

SATISFACTORILY

plLAoa
DONE.

I

Ambassador Bryce and Gifford Pin
chot Among Speakers at Banquet
Given at Washington.

FIRST CLASS BATH

O.K. BARBER SHOP

IOOD'iS

Fe,N

M

HACK LINE

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
tftama.
En-cr-

arrival at,
arrive at

any other
and food

ia S5.00

to :M:ajE 3Pa
ThingGoaao.foxt&'ble.

seaa-ge-

FARE

II you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want

al

RECEIVED

OUR SPRING LINE

Complete KSI
Z it'the Most SHAPES
AND SHADES

ALL COLORS,

PRICES RIGHT.

TRY

THE

BE

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE OF LADIES MUjLIin
WEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

SPECIAL SALE

FIRST CONSIDERATION OF THE GROCERIES YOU EAT.

AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.

SHOW
PLEASE CALL NO TROUBLE TO

(Las Vegas Optic.)
GOODS EVEN IP YOU DO NOT PURCHASE
After seven years of existence the
company
case of the Agua Pura
GO
are expensive at
Groceries
against unknown claimants of inter
e
n
e
a
We
t
guar
any price,
est in the La3 Vegas grant was this
every article we sell to give
morning dismissed after a hearing in
chambers before Judge Clarence J.
satisfaction or you MONEY
Roberts. The Agua Pura company
BACK.
sought to condemn certain lands in
wathe Hot Springs canyon on the
I
tershed of the Gallinas river. John IN CANNED GOODS
be
in
D. W. Veeder, for himself and
Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.
half of the residents of the grans op-- ,
We have full line of Monarch
-:
the
proceedings.
posed
Eastern pack
Phone Black IW.
& Richelien
It developed during the hearing
canned goods.
this morning that the land sought by
the water company had been deeded
steers $o.40a.70; southern steers
by the grant board to various people,
southern cows and heifwho, in turn had deeded it to me
native cows and
water company. The suit was dis
5.2.1;
ers $3.2
Have cheaper Canned Goods
missed, therefore, on motion of the
MONEY AND METALS.
$:!.ftOS6.00; Blockers and feedheifers
but we do not recommend New York, Feb. 16 Lead quiet 440 ers Jl.50fi5.80; bulls tl.23.W5.25;
plaintiff.
pital Pharmacy.
encouraged."
of S. B. Davis, Jr..
request
Upon
calves $1.50 8.25; western steers
the use of cheap canned goods rfi-n- - Standard copper firm; Spot
Roosevelt
said
In his letter Colonel
517-8- .
for the Agua Pura company,
Silver
attorney
12.10
1.2.20;
$5.40('f'C25; western cows $3.505.
March
and
at any time.
in part;
the case of that corporation against
Market
Receipts 8,500.
Hogs
WOOL MARKET.
"I earnestly believe in the Boy Mrs. Cora Archibald was set by
Bulk
$7.20
unclipng-ed- ;
Wool
fifteen
and
ten
16.
higher.
see
Feb.
the
I
because
St.
Louis,
Scout movement,
Dz
Roberts for trial at the May
and western mediums 7.35: heavy $7.15f?7.25; packers and
Eggs
national possibility of this movement Judge
territory
Miterm of the district court of San
fine butchers $7.20(0)7.35; light $7.307.40.
among boys. There are several things
Egg 25 & 30c Dz 19(fi22; fine mediums 1GMS;
Such acMarket
which we should see in the lives of guel county before a jury.
Receipts 4,005.
Sheep
12(fil3.
ft Co. our American boys. They should tion was taken yesterday after Mrs.
Muttons $4
LIVESTOCK.
to ten higher.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
strong
ernw un strong and alert, able to Archibald's attorneys had appeared
KAUNE & CO.
H.
Kansas City, Feb. 1C Cattle Re- 4.C0; lambs $5.S0firj 6: fed wetliers and
western
fed
o rriA fnoi,tinfr inn southerns. yearlings
stand the strain of an honest day's before Judge Roberts in chambers
$4.2ocg5.2o;
iuv.iuuw.fl
o,t.''w,
ceinis
asked leave to file objections to
and
an
of
honest
Native
ewes
and
attempt
hard
on
$3.80(34.30.
earth
work,
to
ten
nmaei.
try
went
Market
strong
If you
anything
TT7of la ,
to help forward the material ana the report of the board of apprais-

benefit to American boyhood was expressed by President Taft in an ad
dress at the White House to the national council of the Boy Scouts of
jmorira Tupsdnv and likewise in a
letter from Theodore Roosevelt read
at the banquet of the organization
that night. Accompanying the mem
bers of the national council at the
White House was a delegation of Boy
Scouts from Baltimore and Washing
ton, who saluted the President as he
entered the east room.
American Druggists
"I am glad," said President Taft,
Syndlcat
Premium remedies are not patent m "to support such a movement as
the object of which, as I under
dicines, every premium remedy guar this,
it. is to take charge of that
stand
anteed as represented or your money electric fluid that we call the spirit
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and of the boy between 12 and 18 years,
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them and send it through the right channel.
"Anything that directs- it in the
now, they cost no more than the
channel for usefulness and for
right
Ca
Sold
the
kind.
only
by
Inferior
the making of manly men should he

CHEAP

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

HI

ROOM

StSanta

SHOULD

SUPPLY.

Washineton. Feb. 16. Praise
the Boy Scout movement as a notable

T. W. ROBERT'S
247 San Francisco

INCREASING DOMESTIC
WATER

Agua Pura Co. Takes Preliminary
Steps to Construct New and
for
Larger Reservoirs.

Whenever yon want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
PU curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit tbe contour of your face,
keen,
My razor sharp and scissors
MysboDls neat and owels are clean
And everything 1 think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.

JLST

M.

1

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
DAY ANIGHT

SANTA FE,

THE PRICE MAKER

j

Manager,

Santa fe Abstract Realty

ADMIRED.

WE HAVE SEVERAL STYLES OF
THE "C, B" AND WILL HAVE NO
THE ONE
TROUBLE IN SELECTING
FOR YOUR PARTICULAR DEMAND.
WE MAKE THE PERSONAL GUARANTEE THAT YOU CANNOT GET
BETTER BARGAIN $ 1 .00 $1.35 $1.65
$2.00, $2'50 AND $3.50,

1

and

So ATTRACTIVE,

j

OFFICE ROOMS IN CAPITAL
FOf Relit CITY BANK BUILDING.

For rates

IaS

THE &U.ST S GRACEFULLY .SLOPED.
TOO, AND THE LINE J OF THE BACK

'

Collections.

Real Estate

Insurance

CORBET.

NG

INCURVE, WHICH

j

Furniture Co.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

R

ILL-FITTI-

THE LINE OF THE "C. B" ARE ALWAYS RIGHT AND IN HARMONY
WITH THELATEaST .STYLE DEMANDS.
Y0U:CAN DEPEND ON YOUR GOWN
FITTING RIGHT IF THE FOUNDATION
IaS A "C. &."
THIS .SEASON THE
WAI.ST LINE WAS THE .SEDUCTIVE

j

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"

OVER

YOUR VKZSS FIT PERFECTLY

?

And as one Third

Corsets

C. B.

;

St.

19 San Francisco

i

COMPANY

&

O

Yes Madam, We"DO" recommend

S

STEPHENS. Cashier,

H. F.

President

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

They Fit Perfectly

try

Santa Fe Plumbing House

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing
:-

WE ALSO

MARKE'HEPORT

fj.io-f'O."1'1-

.

THE CAPITAL

35c

City
Kansas

PHARMACY

S.

IB.

INHVf

MCAlVtt"

GROCERS.

t

.,

24 Horn

fMric

WIRE UP TH03

NliQHT

"(

Service

NIGHT.'

DARK PLACES

aLSandwSubs!' Call uifb Op atioft
We
afle Agents
'
u-

t

.

-

'

.

Santa Fe Water

Light Company

.
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Postal Telegraph is Enterprising and
Modern Except That it Does
Not Advertise Advantages.

Company.

Railway

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1911.

ANNUAL REPORT OF
BIG CABLE SYSTEM.

St, Louis Roctv Mt

Pacific

M.

New York, Feb. 16. The annual report of the Mackay companies was issued this afternoon. It states that new
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
S
lines have been comirik,M
pleted by construction rrom neno,
-Nevada, to Salt Lake City, Utah, and
'
,
sfATl. .NS
fog;
rj ,
le
by construction from Seattle to Spokane, Washington.
These lines enable the Postal Telegraph Company
'
i
.
v
.
.
it i
3 so
rv
n1G
to give the best of service between
3 15
ft
I 'Hint! in
,.,. t.f...... ,1.,..;.,,,
.V.
::.:::. u--.
- the Pacific coast and the east. Tha
i
2 45
spnt d
vV
v
..TliomjiMi-.ij,
heavy copper wires on these lines
.
155
i
i
'....Ollfton House N.M. r
9;i
were transposed when
erected, so
that they are now used for telegraphJ1
..I
.
ITTTTrTTi
Ai10 15,
irtl I
,.
o".l.v. . Union, N.M
2 30
,
t
VJj4
ing and telephoning simultaneously.
In the ocean system a new additionIS;:::::::J::::::::i :::::::::
S
S3 'cv::-",
al submarine cable has been laid from
Soottville. Mich. " I want to tell you how much
s rc
crood Lydia E. Mnkham's Vegetable Cormxmnd has
Waterville, Ireland, to Weston, Eng:
V4S
88i:::::::i:::::.:::::::::
3
done me. I live on a f ami and have worked
land, with underground connection to
i.vi 7451........!
i
;;in.rro.,
6 35
I am forty-riv- e
London. Eastern ends of two of the
I.v
3v&T
Ari am
f
1
years old, and am the mother
J.
Ji
JM1&
Sin
A dx do s II rn i
A
6 27
Nash
S
f, IS
or
Commercial
children. JUany people tiimK it strange
thirteen
cables
Cable
Company's
i
i
t
...i
5 2s
..si
HSnan........
that I am not broken down Mith hard work and the
Oft
94
from America to Europe have been
.
Ar
em u
5 45
Park, N.M...I.T!
j;
eare of my family, but I tell them of my good friend,
replaced by new cables to withstand
K
'Ai.-i'-l
&
? ,
your Vegetable Compound, and that there will be
the
off
of
action
trawlers
the
fishing
1
&
u s
S. W. Ky. train both North and siouth.,
u
tie
U.iv witii K. P.
JH
$
ir4sini
no baekacne and dragging
fjfffW
d
r
the
a
Irish
rs
section
pains lor them it they
and
coast,
long
briieo
NMM.
"rf
'or Van H.uifn X. M, meets trains at Preston
will take it as I have. I am scarcely ever without
of
to
the
from
Waterville
cable
m.
M
'.at
I't-M..
for .'ll'.. it)t!n v:i,
P.kr'i.
tw ler e
aaily except
Wt'trtr
V
i; in the house.
.WW"' I
I
tt
nr u.l
free.
Havre, France, has also been renew- iw oiia way $J.50 round trip; fifty pound biutttMe
,
jft
nndays. H".r
will
better!
also
is
no
"I
that
think
there
I
.
say
m.
11:11
s
arrives
p.
ins Moines. S.
traml.nv-f.r tUo south at
ni. la
t
iff
fromlthe,
Jf ted. The replaced cable in both cases medicine to be found for
f
1011,
young girls to build them up, regulate, and
has been in use over a quarter of a
make them welL My eldest daughter has taken the Compound for
century. On the land line system the
Hatr-GroVAN HOUTEH
painful, irregular periods, and. it has always helped her.
iLUAM.
C.C.DEDMAN
night letter has been in use for some!
" I am always ready and
G. P. A sent,
V. P. A G. M
willing to speak a good word for the Lydia
.11
Superintendent
three
re
eleven months. Much of the day busi
h.Ht dru ..n
i
E. Pinkham's Remedies. I tell every one I meet that I owe my health
lS
iness has passed into night letters,
25c. 50c and $1.00
and happiness to these wonderful medicines." Mrs. J. G. JohnsoD
of that to and
notably over one-haScottville, Mich., R. F. D. 3.
from the entire Pacific coast. The adtl.qilM
"When shown such positive and reliable proof that Lydia E.
vantage to the Telegraph Companies
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound really does cure such cases
is doubtful, to say the least. It newouldn't any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy
cessitates the transmission of fifty
5
OlJt
Knowlton Dandtrini Co Chicago
would also benefit her if suffering the same?
$&$$
T
i
transmis-words
with their nnmp and a l(lrens
of
instead
and
1 Z
ten,
I
$
and 10c la IH r r 8tani
f 'if $
sion is expensive.
MORE GENUINE AND CONVINCING PKOOF:
to pay postage
In February, 1907, the Postal Tele-- '
El wood, Ind. "I was sick three months and
graph Company abolished Free Pass-- j
could not walk. I suffered all the time. I tried
Westits
the
although
competitor,
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
lot the letters were from his mother, es,
doctors, and they said I could not get well without
HAD THOUSANDS OF
ern Union Telegraph Company, con- an operation. 1 could hardly stand the pain, but
nicely written and containing the best, tinned to issue them. The Postal
Douglas and all Points in New
j
my right side was the worse. I couldn't sleep at
were
of
and
typical Telegraph Company has not regretted
they
English,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
night, and 1 was troubled with a weakness.
of encourage- its
full
mothers
Rather
Across
letters,
Yet
Country
The
action.
Pass
Tramped
Free
system
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
" Lydia Jl. llnKham's V egetabie compound cured
inti- - never did
no
ment
and
but
and
containing
Fare
Railroad
hope
Than
Pay
prevail on the ocean, but
me. 1 began to leel better when hau taken only
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
of
mation
wrong.
Dies From Exposure.
anything
from the very beginning of Land Line
one bottle, but I kept on until I was cured." Mrs.
He was very much emaciated and Telegraphing, free telegraph passes
j
badie Mullen, 2728 N. U. btreet, Jilwood, ind.
El
could not have lasted much longer were given profusely and at times ev(Mountainair Messenger.)
What more proof can any one ask ?
edu- - en
to without care. He was evidently
recklessly to friends, patrons, perDr. B. E. Hedding was called
.
.1
tv..
J
caveu anu renneu ami miou
sons who might influence telegraph
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
iCarap Seven last Sunday by telegraph
was any-wa- s
Compound has been the standard remedy for
attend a mvsterious stranger who ery word and action that he indica-fee- t business, public officials, and on a
the
a
until
female
ills. No sick woman does justice to
the
but
of
only
tramp,
pretenses
great variety
found near that place with his thing
will not try this famous medicine.
who
herself
to the knights of free pass system became a menace,
of
tlon
relationship
was
almost
who
and
badlv frozen
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
was
All
this
road
and
be
a
the
way
a
the
nuisance
disgrace.
being
dead from- exposure and starvation.
has thousands of cures to its credit.
ant two rho dressed. He had on several suits of has now been eliminated as to all
,i,t,
For Rates and full information address
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
clothes, one over the oilier and they telegraph companies by their being
t tho
I,.,
to write her for advice. She has
Commerce
He
the
Interstate
torn
under
into
all
were
and
rags.
placed
,
!
condi-i
dirty
to health free of charge.
critical
waa
FOX,
guided thousands
Conof
act
the
amended
as
by
law,
Sunday
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
li;nl been frozen sever-- ;
tirm
fpt
the
under
and
of
18,
1910,
June
of his feet gress
A.&
al weeks and the man had given them night where amputation
law of
to save his public service commissions
El
Texas.
no care. The flesh had decayed and j will probably be necessary
WHAT A TEXAS TOWN
of
act
the leg- WOMAN'S AMBITION MAY
state
the
York
New
by
of
chances
with
the
life
recovery
sloughed off until the bones of the
SPENDS FOR PUBLICITY.
DECIDE SENATORSHIP.
islature of June 25, 1910. Free passmm.
was
stench
against
and
the
toes protruded
es, discriminations and illegal pracalmost unbearable.
are by those statutes rigidly pro- Social Rivalry Between Mrs. Sheehan Citizens of San Antonio Raise $20,000
f. s.: since tne anove was writ- - tices
He was discovered last Wednesday
hibited
under heavy penalties. These
To Make Spring Carnival a
man
who Was
and Mrs. Dix Is Key to New
mysterious
by a rancher near by named Martins trustees are very glad indeed that
Success.
c
York Situation.
whQ
such is the case, and that they anticies, lying in a hole m Sand Canyon in
i
of
the
mvc
mm
policy
by three years
sigtit oi tne rociv wusn
querque passed away, and his body is pated
New York, Feb. 16. The spirit of
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 16 Colthat time Martines had been taking being held while an effort is being these statutes now that these prac- tices are prohibited by act of Con- Paquin has become the occult control onel Roosevelt has signified his intenhim food and had provided him with made to locate his relatives.
grass and state law, it is developed of the senatorial situation, according tion to visit San Antonio during the
an old comfort for shelter. Martines
methods will to
that the business-lik- e
the man,
when he first discovered
gossip in Tammany Hall. The hus meeting of the Cattle Raisers AssoPNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD.
in the obtaining and handprevail
wanted to take him to shelter where
But never follows the use of Foley's ling of telegraph business. It is also ky district leaders, most of whom ciation March
The announcehe could have medical attendance, Honey and Tar, which checks the
would not know a Tedingote from a ment
believed
the
that,
prohibistatutory
will
Marhas attrache
be
here
that
He gave
but the man refused.
cough and expels the cold. Mr. Stock- - tions against discriminations and fav- hobble skirt, declare that the ques. .
i , : v, j rt V.UV
wmuu
of those
tu uu, i o
of
nnez money wui.
ted
attention
the
many
It beats oritism of all sorts will have a very tion is no longer whether William F.
Mo., Bay8
' Hannibal,
thines he wanted and told him not to all the
command
the
in
who
were
his
1 con- during
remedies I ever used.
someone
else shall be the
wholesome effect upon the telegraph Sheehan or
war and during his
tell anyone. He was seen lying in traded a bad cold and cough and was
The
next
New
senator
from
United
States
United
in
States.
the
business
the same place by parties on the Sun- threatened with pneumonia.
One report proceeds
to state that no York, but whether Mrs. W. F. Shee- visit to San Antonio the city will be
day previous but they thought it was bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar com- bonds, notes or stock have been is- han or Mrs. John A. Dix shall wear thronged by Rough Riders who marched
some man taking a siesta in the sun
away to battle with him in 1898.
No opiates, just sued and no debt incurred during the hanosome Paris gowns as the wife of
pletely cured me."
and passed on. How much longer he a reliable household medicine.
Sold year and yet there has been substan- the next senator. They are forced to Those who saw service with him ar6
had been there is unknown as the at the Capital Pharmacy.
tial growth of the ocean and land grin, these district leaders, as they determined to show him a good time
man himself was uncertain as to
lines systems.
tell the story of a womanly division while in San Antonio, and aside from
Shortest-LinLast.
Sunday
when he got there.
is "pay as you go." Dur- at Albany and relate the manner in the time alloted to him for an address
Its
policy
morning some men from the camp 20 YEARS AGO TODAY
ing the present year important ex which Mrs. Sheehan's costumes fired to the Cattle Raisers he will be in the
disocvered him and took him back
tensions and improvements to the sys- Mrs. Dix with ambition for her hus- hands of those who roughed it with
unwith them, wiring Dr. Hedding.
(From the New Mexican of this date tem will be made on land and sea.
him during the
band's elevation to the senate.
IS'.n.)
to
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
is
also
The employes of Commercial Cable
It
pleasantness.
planned
The young man, about thirty years
Dix
Would Run.
Says
CITY OFFICE IN
woather
the and Postal Telegraph systems con
a day or two shooting
for
him
take
gives
old at first protested against being! The mild
"Governor Dix could be coaxed to
undressed and said he did not want mechanics all they can do in the line tinue to invest their savings very accept the election as United States in the mountainous section in the
of
in
of
the
shares
the
Mackay
his
building
operations.
clothes
largely
to be treated, and when
senator right now," said cne of these western part of the state, many of his
him on
were removed a leather pouch was j There is talk of leasing the second companies, their holdings being over leaders," because hli wife has realiz- old command accompanying
NRW MEXICAN JDLDG.
T1
discovered fastened to his body. He floor of the court house to a local two million dollars par value.
ed that a handsome and intellec'nal this trip.
seemed very anvious about the pouch company that will convert it into an
OR
woman may be of more importance as
ANOTHER DREAM OF
and refused to let it be removed. It opera house.
the wife of a United States senar - If you want anything on earth try
VANISHES.
MEDICAL
SCIENCE
New Mexican Want Ad.
was discovered later that the pouch j Mready wagte wuterg arp beg.fl.
than as the wife of a govennr."
contained a large sum of money, how n,ng tQ
d(jwn lhe ganta pe
Extract From White Blood Cells of
much is only conjectured.
Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
The impression now prevails among
Healthy Rabbit Will Destroy
hos-;
to
to
the
want,
not
did
go
He
for backache, rheumatism
remedy
ffie offlcerg of Fm Marcy that the
Bacilli.
Typhoid
sent
uld be
and urinary irregularities. They are
pital but when told he
Qover.
.a)andoned
pogt
to the Sisters hospital a Catholic in-- : nor
London, Feb. 16. Experiments on tonic in action, quick In results and
prince ia Jn teU
phic communl.
stitution, he said a right and added lation
Pres,d4mt on the gub. the white corpuscles of the blood by afford a prompt relief for all kidney
that he was a Catholic. After he was
Sold at the Capital
Professor Zinsser and Professor Hiss disorders.
washed and dressed he opened the
one
dream
medical
Pharmacy.
of
have
caused
The
electric
of
the
powerhouse
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs. pouch which he so religiously guard-- !
to vanish. They have found
Plalu is
S
Paced under science
Special automobiles furnished to ac- ed and paid for everything he got and
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
that the bacterial substances contain11 is tlie
build-biroott
substantial
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers bystanders noticed there were two
ed in the white corpuscles, the leu1n ot tue kiml S0lltk
Denver,
r
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
bills,
rolls of bills, some
cocytes, and extracts therefrom have
a
train at Vaughn, also to connect with more twentys and some one hundred- Yesterday's superb weather brought no activity has applied to the body at
land Railroads and the Atchison,
a
out
to
crowd
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor- dollar bills. All agree that he must
&. Santa Fe Railroad.
great
enjoy the plaza large and therefore have no relation
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar- rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- have had several thousand dollars on ' concert. An extra fine program was to the production of immunity.
Their
municating with Manager of the Ros- his person and from the condition of presented by the Tenth Infantry action, so the experiments indicate,
rive in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
This may be the last concert is confined merely to the destruction
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at the money, it must have been carried band.
and it may not.
several
ol the bad germs they have already
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for in the same position for
rive in Vaughn at 6 P. m.
four or years. All the bills seen were New
Mrs. H. L. Waldo has arrived from swallowed during the period when the
Baggage allowance tf 50 lbs. to special, $40 to accomodate
VIA
SANTA
York state bank currency.
Kansas City.
leucocyte was a phagocyte.
each regular ticket, excess baggage fewer passengers to either point
This means that science must fall
George S. Blunt is here from Albu- He refused to talk much, but slated
that he was tramping through the querque on a visit to his handsome back on the serums for the prevenc.ountrv and that he avoided the rail- - daughter, who is a teacher at St. tion and cure of bacterial ftiesases.
Los Angeles, j
Zinsser and Hiss have found, though,
$66.90
roads. He did not tell where his feet Catherine's Indian School.
extracts
from
the
blood
that
white
San
W.
H.
H.
the
Diego,
were
but.
said
afterwards
Major
that
frozen
live,
$45.45
Llewellyn,
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
will destroy
Reserve seats on auto- he could walk only a few hours a day energetic live stock agent of the great cells of healthy rabbits
Roswell $10.
(06'J04)
typhoid germs. The leucocytes seem
Fe
'Santa
is
to
was
of
on
account
at
and
the
then
road,
the
Capitol
wire.
W.
J.
of
mobile
Stockard.
the
pain,
by
Interior,
Department
to recognize unerringly their natural
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
compelled to lie down some where day looking after some legislative
the typhoid bacillus, for they
enemy,
connected
rest
of
the
balance
with the stock Indus
the day. Hejings
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
February 8, 1911.
gobble it up whenever they get a
said he went up Sand Canyon and lay try of New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Pascual
Not Coal.)
(014569
chance with the avidity with which
clown to die. He gave his name as
L. G. Read is a candidate for the
Pecos National Forest.
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
frogs snap up grasshoppers. Human
but
from
homestead
sition
of
school
and
letters
of
made
Kennedy,
the Interior,
entry Department
Aug. 4, 1903,
superintendent,
observers often fail to distinguish as
on
his
NE
No.
for NW
person it is thought his is endorsed by His Grace Archbishop between one
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. found
germ and another under
Section
NW
name is James Lawlor and his moth-- , Salpointe, and Brother Botulph, presi the
NE
S
SE
January 17, 1911.
The finest train in the World. First
microscope, but the leucocyte is
NT. Y.
at
Glenn
of
er
Some
Michael's
lives
St.
dent
Falls,
15, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M.
College.
Act, June 11, 1906.
never fooled no matter what disguise
class service on three other trains
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenNotice is hereby given that William
the typhoid germ adopts.
to
tion to make final five year proof,
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on NovemAll germs, even those of tuberculoCOLONIST RATES
1911
establish claim to the land above de- ber 25, 1910, made homestead entry
No married vomrn'3 happiness is sis and
.
.
diphtheria, differ among them
she
scribed, before Register or Receiver, No. 014569. for N
complete wi...ou,; children;
SE
NW
to their size. Some are fat,
as
selves,
U. S. land office at Sama Fe, N. M., X
yearr.s with tl.o deeper longings of others
SE
and NE
NW
SB
thin; some are tall, some are
her nature for tho joys of motheron the 22nd day of March, 1911.
N.
SW
NW
of Section
SE
not. Not a few are bowlegged, so to
hood.
But
woman
children
bear
who
in California
Claimant names as witnesses:
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
But
'em
the
know
speak.
phagocytes
should
prepare lor tho coming of
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva, M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inall by sight and greedily devour those
baby by properly caring for their
Cruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M., tention to make final five year proof,
COLONIST RATES
Friend they like the looks or taste of.
Mother's
physical
systems.
M.
N.
of
Palma,
and Julio Montoya,
to establish claim to the land abova is the expectant mother's greatest help. It is a remedy which prepares tho
exthe
prove
Experiments
leucocyte
Effective
1911
R.
OTERO,
MANUEL
described, before Register and Re- muscles and tendons for the unusual strain, renders the
supplo and tractives are destroyed by 75 degrees
Register. ceiver, U. S. land office at Santa Fe, elastic, aids in expanding tne skin and flesh, fibres, andligaments
strcnethens all the of heat, which fact alone shows they
N. M., on the 15th day of March, 1911. membranes and tissues. It is especially valuable where the breasts are troubleare not identical with the bactericidal
pA J M to points in Oregon, Wash
some
and
use
from
and
its
will
lessen the pain substances in the serum.
congestion,
swelling
regular
Claimant names as witnesses:
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
j)0U.U)
IU.ington.andthe Northwest
TC,
little one
J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry Ri- and danger when the
Researches in the Royal infirmary
Connections made with Automobile
ri
comes. Women who use Mother's
,
and
dis
daily.
in
Cristino
Roswell,
of
all
vera,
Rivera,
Liverpool indicate that heart
line, at Vaughn for
Friend are assured of passing the
N. M.
ease and lung troubles hardly ever
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roscrisis with safety. It is for sale at
Ros-weMANUEL R. OTERO,
go together.
For Particulars call on or address,
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
drug stores. Write for free book
Register. for expectant mother,?.
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
H.
If you want anything on earth try
The
LUTZ,
Fe, N. M.
If you want anythlngon earth try BaADFJJELD REGULATOR CO.,
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Atlanta, Ga.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance a New Mexican Want Ad.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.

ORDERS

GUARD

I

1

2.

1

April 118:00 p. m.
Roswell, 1 Battery ("A") April 123:00 p. m.
.m
Alamogordo, 1 Company ("I") April 158.00 p.
Las Cruces, 1 Company ("A") April 178:45 p. m.
Silver City, 1 Company ("D") and Hqrs, 3rd Batt. 1st Inf..
April 198:00 p. m.
m.
Albuquerque, 1 Company ("G") April 218:00 p.
II. Organizations will be inspected in olive drab uniform,

marching shoes (russet leather) and heavy
including
In paragraph
marching order. The full equipment is given
Order.
of
General
III
this
company
III. (a) Arms and equipments of
sergeants, corporals, and privates
quartermaster-sergeants- ,
(including cooks and artificers) of infantry:
1 U. S. magazine rifle, Cal. .30.
Bayonet.
Bayonet scabbard.
1 Gun sling.
1 Rifle cartridge belt and fasteners.
1 Pair rifle cartridge belt suspenders.
1 First aid packet
1 Pouch for first aid packet.
1 Canteen.

1
1

Canteen strap.
Set blanket roll straps.

1

1 Haversack.
1 Meat
1 Cup.
1 Knife.

can.

1 Fork.
1

Spoon.

Shelter tent, half.
Shelter tent pole.
5 Shelter tent pins.
regimental
(b) Arms and equipments of sergeants-major- ,
quartermaster-sergeants- ,
regimental commissary-sergeantof all foot troops:
and
1
1

s

Revolver.
1 Revolver holster.
1 Canteen.
2 Canteen haversack straps.
1 Set blanket roll straps.
1 Revc-ivecartridge belt.
1 First aid packet.
1 Pouch for first aid packet.
1 Haversack.
1 Meat can.
1

Cantien.

1 Meat can.
1 Cup.
1 Knife.
1 Fork.
1 Spoon.

1
1
5

man individually

mounted in

addi-

Saddle cover.
Saddle bag.
Spurs.

2
1

Spur straps.

Curb bridle, complete.

Horse brush,
Canteen strap.
1 Link.
1
1

(3) For each driver in addition to (1)
Curry comb.

1
2
2

Horse brush.

Company of Infantry.
Captain
1st Lieutenant
2nd Lieutenant
1st Sergeant

! ! ! ! !

..".".!"!

1
1
1
1
4
g

"2

Privates
(Total enlisted minimum

2

!!!!42
58.)

n.Ir-I"Federal appoin'em will find hard
sailing to capture 'he offices under be X.,

H. M. Dougherty is spokstatehood.
en of for Congressional honors when
this becomes a state. The gentleman
will have to get his support from
somewhere else than Torrance county if he expects to be elecUd."
Daily Herald.
"

I'urr.ished front room

Apply New Mexican.
eerainly be filled by licbgat.-.'if he wants it. and then the
of the short tern: senator may
Ko:t Rent-T- wo
furnished roon.s
n up.
Po far we have fail' d for liuht housekeeping
Inquire 212
Mr. Andrews' name at the McK nzie.

i

,

house-- .

-

K.'sister-Tribun.'- .
the
Andrews was a mighty
F'iR RKNT Four room, furnished
f.i:d
:! wagon when Roswell wanted hous-on south Don Caspar avenu.-- .
l
an armory from tie federal
this office.
"t
Apply
t:ient. Whin the
Auto Com
pany lost the iimi contract the first
SALE A nearly new Smith
the
person
;i,. ell people turned
No 2 Typewriter. Also two
to was Mr Andu 's. It is possible Premier
Standard Incubators, in perfect con'
that Roswell lias
more favors
dition. Apply Box 4lt
Santa Fe,
from Mr. Andrews at.il rendered less
N. M.
in return than any "tin r town in New!
Mexico. It ir no more than natural
WAXTKI) Agent to pell our line of
that the Reg '
should
Whiron furnishboost for a hoim man. but it peem to goods on coniu'is.-ion- .
Good proposition.
us that it would be nothing more ed, bond required.
than fair for that, paper to put in a Write (iranri I'nioti Tea Co., Denver,
Colorado.
few licks for Andrews, also.
So far we have seen 110 suggestion
.
.. .
.
s
for Democratic senators from t h .' A NT) LOAN ASSOCIATION OF
of New Mexico. As the Trih-jTFE, NEW MEXICO, Increasing
n
is so sure of the Demo-- j Capi'al Stock.
rrats carrying the state it looks li!..--' Filed in office of Secretary of New
u
they would be gathering some ma'e: p. m.
,.slr(l
ial for the United States Senate.;
NATHAN JAFFA,
There is A. A. Jones, who would look
Secretary.
dignified if not handsome in a robe1 con,parf.,j - p K. to J. O.
ot spotless white and the sweet ternwould be more likej
pered Fergus-soLETTER LI8f
an rngel than ever if he had a toga, ,Jst of e,ter8 remaln,;g nncaUe- wrapped around his manly form. Mr.for ,n th pos!,fflre t g , F N
Ciist of somewhere or other, certain- M., for week
ending Feb. 1C. 1911.
ly deserves recognition for the good If not called
within two weeks
oonstitu-ional
work he performed in he
they will b gnt to the dead letter
convention, and while Mabry of office at Washington.
Clovis is a little young these days,
Ayer, C. C. (2
be will be old enough for the job beBot, N. G.
of
have
fore the Democrats
control
Brabant, Fred
the New Mexico legislature. The DemBancho, .Marie
ocrats have lots of material. Pecos
T. L.
Casey,
News.
Valley
Chaves, Encarn.it ion
Chaves, Augustin
this 10th day of February, A. D. 1911.
Foler, S. W.
(Signed.) Richard H. Hanna,
Gilbert, Mrs. S. C.
Notary Public.
Garrison, J. M.
(Notarial Seal.)
Santa Fe County,
Graham, Alice
New Mexico.
Garcia, Josie
My commission
May 29,
expires
Gonsalez, Toribi
1,

as-';-

ad
vh
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?

;
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Senatorial Possibilities.
There are three men to whom New!
is especially
indebted for
V. H. Andrews,
statehood
Delegate
National Committeman Solomon Luna
and Hon. H. O. Bursum. Delegate
Andrews should be. and undoubtedly
will be, one of the first senators from
the new state, and Mr. Luna will be
continued in the responsible position
which he has so ably filed. Mr. Bur- som 19 asking for nothing and yet.
is as
if New Mexico Republicanism
it is, H. O.
j appreciative as we think
Bursum the able and successful lead-- I
er of the great party, will tie ten-- I
dered. without solicitation, the gov-- I
erncrship of the new state which he
has done so much to establish. The
foi mation of the new state demands
a skillful, forceful leader, a man
of
ability and worth, and in Mr. Bursum
we have all these qualities combined.
W'e have many men well qualified to
fill this position, but
we certainly
h?ve none who have earned the honor
as has our present chairman.
The Register-Tribunhas been so
busy boosting Nathan Jaffa for sena-to.- that it seems to have overlooked
the fact that two citizens of New
Mexico will be honored in that respect. The place of long term senator

r
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on

Newkirk

n;
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Territory of New MexiCi .
Office of the Secretary.
Certificate of Comparison.
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at Two o'clock P. M. on
the Eleventh day of February, A. D.
of Incor1911; Amended Ceritficate
poration of The Mutual Building and
Loan Association of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, Increasing Capital Stock, No.
fiGSa, and also that I have compared
the following copy of the same, with
the original thereof now on file, and
declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa re, the Capital,
on this Eleventh day of February, A.
I

Gonsale", Juanita
Griego, Pablo
subscribers, being at least
Heck, T. R.
of all the stockholders of
Hurley, H. M.
AsThe Mutual Building and Loan
Hernandes, Eliseo
sociation of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Jerera, Edubijen
having voting powers, having at a
Johnson, Welcome
meeting regularly called for the purI.augohn, W. W.
pose, voted in favor of an increase of
Iebo, Librado
the capital stock of said corporation
I.aboto, Ventura
from One Thousand (1000) shares of
Lucero, Alberto
the par value of Two Hundred (5200.
Mann, John A.
Dollars per share to Twenty Five
Martin, Geo. C.
vaof
Hundred (2500) shares
the par
Maher, J. J.
lue of Two Hundred ($200.00) Dollars
Miller, Nellie
fl
per share, do now. pursuant to the
D. 1911.
Mussati, A.
asour
written
Statute, hereby give
NATHAN JAFFA,
Mclntyre, S. C.
sent to said change.
(SEAL)
Ramona
Montano,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Witness our hands this 9th day of
Maestas, Julianita
Amendment to Articles of Incorpora- February, 1911.
Mares, Vitorlna P. de
and T. W.
tion of The Mutual Building
Hanna, 40; Willi Gable Fischer,' Medina, Crecencio
New
of
Santa
Fe,
Association
Loan
j 15; Mrs. Chas. Closson,
10; Leo Hersh
Nagle, Mrs. M. T.
Mexico
20: Chas H. Kaune 10- Alfred Mill-- '
Peabody, Royce
,
As-Loan
The Mutual Building and
er lg. AIfred Kaune 10; Frltz MuI.
Robertson, C. R.
-.
sociation of Santa Fe, New Mexico. er
Frank Keefe ?. El:ner R
Romero, Manuel M.
a corporation of New Mexico, doth Sayle 10; H c Yontz u. H F
Romero, Berginia
hereby ceritfy that it has increased stepheng 5. c. A. Bishop, 10; E. C.
Rodrigues, Perfetita M.
its capital stock to Five Hundred Abbott g. w, G . Seargent, 5; Dora H
Rodrigues Patrocinio
Dollars,
Thousand ($500,000.00)
Sargent, 20; Alice A. Atkinson. 5;' Sprout, Mrs. F. D.
of
shares
from One Thousand (1000)
Jacob We(mer 5. Jacobo
The. Claire Hotel
the par value of Two Hundred ;10. Juliug n GerdeSi 10. Francig c.
Estanilado
Triviz,
($200.00) Dollars per share to Twenty wison 10; Ge0 M. Kinsell, 5; C. W.
Meliton
Trujillo,
of
the
shares
par Dudrow in. cara
Five Hundred (2500)
i,.,.
20. Ar.
Jouan
Turigello,
value of Two Hundred iuu.uu; uvi- tnur SeIigrran 10. Frankie E. Selig- Trujillo, Apolinar
lars per share, said change having man. 10; R. V. B. Seligman, 5; Mor-- !
Trujillo, Enrique
ben declared by Resolution of the, ton T. Seligman. 5: Beatrice G. Selig- - Veiste,
Maria Rita
Board of Directors of said corpora-- marlj 5. Cpg0 Loppz 1Q; Mrs H
Valdez, Francisco
tion to be advisable and having been Krick 10. Earl B. Wilson, 10- E. S.
Williams, D. L.
duly and regularly assented to by the Degado, 7; E. J. DeArcy, 5; W. D.
In
calling for these letters please
of
s
the
in interest
vote of
ghea) ?. p L,;enau 1C; John n Mc. state whether "advertisfd" or not.
stockholders having voting powers p; c. ganta Fe Fjre Dept Asgn Vv
E. C. BURKE,
at a meeting duly called by the Board Prank 0wen Chjef 35; Jose D Sena
Postmaster.
of Directors for that purpose; and the
lg. Board of EducaMon City of Santa
written assent of the stockholders is Fe ppr Jose D Sena Prcs 10. Au.
Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness
hereto appended.
gust Reingardt, 8; Owen L. Wood,
Results from disordered kidneys.
The registered office of the corpora- - 40; Gregorio Rael, a; John K. Stauf- Foley Kidney Pills have helped others
No.
Room
13,
Laugh- fer, 3; R. J. Crichton,
Frank' they will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
15;
tion is located at
lin Building, in the City of Santa Fe, Owen, 7; R. II. Hanna, 10; Santa Fe Syracuse, N. Y., says: "For a long
New Mexico, and Mr. R. J. Crichton Lodge No, 4C0 B. P. O. E., Jose D. time I suffered with kidney trouble
is designated as the statutory agent Sena, Secretary, 50; R. W. Barry, 18; and rheumatism.
I had severe back-- :
therein, in charge thereof and upon j, g. Schumann, 20; James McCon-who- aches and felt all played out.
After
process against the corpora- very, 7; W. IT. Kerr, 10; Frank P. taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
served.
Newhall, 10.
tion may be
Pills my backache is gone and where
said
WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
1
ENDORSED:
used to lie awake with rheumatic
corporation haa caused this certificate
FolNo. 66S5,
pains I now sleep in comfort.
to be signed by its President and
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 93,
ey's Kidney Pills did wonderful things
Secretary and its corporate seal to be
Amended Certificate of Incorpora- - for me." Try them now.
Sold at the
hereto affixed the 9th day of Febru- tion of THE. MUTUAL. BUILDING Capital Phaii.acy.
1912.
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Sergeants
Corporals
Cook

g

Privates

12

1

(Total enlisted
:

Haversack.
haversack straps.

2 Canteen

(5) The following horse equipment
horse of field artillery:

is prescribed for each

Saddle blanket.
Watering bridle.
Halter, complete.
Nosebag.
1 Surcingle.
1 Horse cover.

1
1
1
1

!!'.!!!!"!

Quartermaster Sergeant
Stable Sergeant
Sergeants
Corporals
Cooks
Chief Mechanic
Mechanics
Musicians

(d) Arms and equipments of
privates of bands of all arms
and musicians:

of

officers and
service and of trumpeters

Revolver.
Revolver holster.
1 Revolver cartridge belt with fastener.
1 First aid packet.
1 Pouch for first aid packet.
1 Canteen.
1 Haversack.
2 Canteen haversack straps.
Set blanket roll straps.
1 Meat can.
1 Cup.
1 Knife.
1 Fork.
1 Spoon.
1 Shelter tent, half.
1 Shelter tent pole.
5 Shelter tent
pins.
(e) The following kits are prescribed for service In the
field in addition to the clothing worn on the person:
1
1

Clothing, Etc.

28)

Battery of Field Artillery.

Captain
1st Lieutenants
2nd Lieutenants
1st Sergeant

Privates
(Total enlisted

'

'

Infantry Band.

Chief Musician
Principal Musician
Drum Major

(4) For each cannoneer in addition to (1)

1 Blanket.
1 Comb.

soldier. Blankets and
ciled as prescribed for haversacks. Allponchos will be stenpublic property in
of organizations will be marked as
possession
directed above
date of inspection.
"iza"on Commanders will make a careful
inspec
f
ti
their
CS.
and submit requisition
for spare parts to replace any which
have been lost or broken
In submitting requisition for
spare parts, the nomenclature
given m Ordnance Publication No. 1923 (Description
and
Rules for the Management of the U. S.
Magazine Rifle) will
be closely followed. Broken
parts will be returned to the
Adjutant General.
VIII. The minimum strength in the different
grades shall
be as follows:

:

Spurs.
Spur straps.
1 Canteen strap.
1 Haversack.
1 Haversack
strap.

1

band-hats-

Gloomy Gus.

in

,

'

1 Curry comb.

1

man-shoul-

The maximum enlisted strength of a
company may be as
high as 150, but in no case will the number exceed that for
which equipment has been furnished. Six
(6) sergeants and
six (6) corporals for each company will be
appointed and
warranted by the Regimental Commander upon recommendation of Company Commanders.
The Captain will select
the first sergeant and quartermaster
sergeant from the
sergeants of his company and appoint them by company
order. He may return them to grade of
sergeant without
reference to higher authority. Cooks and musicians are
appointed by Company Commanders in company order.

cavalry, complete.

1
1
2

(

Corporals
Cooks
Musicians

(2) For each enlisted
tion to (1) :
1 Saddle,

V. The inspecting officer is
required to obtain cen: ::i information based on the records of the
organizations i;,sp. ted.
Organization Commanders are directed to have their i ... ords
and files for 1910, and for 1911, to date of inspection, v r;ttr..n
up and prepared for examination by the inspecting oTm r.
VI. The enlisted men of an
organization shall be numbered
commencing with number one. The number assigned an
enlisted
correspond to the number of his wall
locker. Articles of public property issued to a company for
its exclusive use will be marked with the letter of the company and number and arm of the regiment. Such articles
issued to an enlisted man (arms
excepted) will be marked
with the number of the man, letter of the company, and
number of the regiment. Haversacks, canteens, and similar
articles of equipment will be uniformly marked on the outside as follows.
Field artillery equipments, crossed field guns, with the
number of the regiment above and the letter of the
battery
below the intersection; infantry
equipments, crossed rilles,
with the number of the
regiment above and the letter of
the company below the intersection. The
design will be
Placed above the letters "U. S." on
and the soldiers number in characters one inchequipments,
high below the letters
' Each
s'
tympany has been furnished a stencil set for
marking equipment as directed above. The convex stencil
s tne canteen stencil.
Shelter tents will be stenciled near
the edge so as to show plainly when the roll is
made as prescribed in the "Infantry Drill
Regulations." The haversack
stencil will be used for shelter tents.
Clothing will bo stamped uniformly as follows: Coats on
the inside of collar; breeches, on the inside
,
of waist
on the inside of sweat band;
leggins, on the inside, near
and parallel to top. The eight band rubber
stamp will be
used for stamping clothing.
The following illustrates their
method of use:

Quartermaster Sergeant
Sergeants

Shelter tent, half.
Shelter tent pole.
Shelter tent pins.

P0LIIIC1S
VOIl RENT

Intrenching Tools.
1
folding rule per company.
4 Hand axes per company, with carriers.
1 Pick mattock per
squad, with carrier.
3 Shovels, intrenching, per squad, with carriers.
3 Wire cutters
per company.
IV. Requisitions for stores necessary to properlj and full?
equip commands will be made immediately by the respective
commanding officers and should be based upon the requirements as to uniform and equipment for each enlisted man
borne upon the rolls of the command, which should not be
less than the minimum strength prescribed in Regulations of
the Organized Militia. In forwarding requisitions at least
two weeks must be given in which to fill same. When stores
are directed to be sent by express, the express charges will
follow, and must be paid by the receiving officer. Stores
shipped by railroad freight will be shipped transportation
charges prepaid, but in all cases of shipment by railroad, the
time necessary to reach destination shall be considered and
in addition' to time necessary to pack and make shipment
from State Arsenal.
v

ntions

tent, half.
tent pole.
Shelter tent pins.
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(e) Arms and equipments of enlisted men of field artillery:
(1) For each enlisted man.
1 Revolver.
1 Revolver holster.
1 Revolver cartridge belt and fastener.
1 First aid packet.
1 Pouch for first aid packet.
1 Artillery knapsack.
1

1

Housewife.
Poncho, rubber.
Soap, cake.
Tooth brush.
Stockings, pair.
Towel.

Infantry
,
FieId Artillery
J fQ
For the infantry and
artillery, the number indicates' th
"FA"'
f the
nTfener16"61,
e last numbers, the number
t,he,comPany'
r"
of the i

1 Cup.
1 Knife.
1 Fork.
1 Spoon.
1 Shelter
1 Shelter
5

1
1

I. An inspection of the several organizations of the National Guard of New Mexico in accordance with the requirements
of section 14, of an act of Congress approved January 23,
19(3, as amended by an act of Congress approved May 27,
190S, will be made by an officer of the United States Army
detailed for the purpose by the Commanding General, Department of the Colorado, and on the following dates, viz:
Santa Fe, 1 Company ("E") April 18:00 p. m.
Santa Fe, 1 Company ("F") April 38.00 p. m.
Santa Fe, Hqrs. and Band, 1st Infantry, April 4 8:00 p. m.
Las Vegas, 1 Company ("H") and Hqrs. 2nd Batt, 1st Inf.,
April 58:00 p. m.
Tucumcari, 1 Company ("L") April 7 8:00 p. m.
Clovis, 1 Company ("K") April 98:00 p. m.
Artesia, 1 Company ("C") April 108:00 p. m.
Carlsbad, 1 Company ("B") and Hqrs. 1st Batt., 1st Inf.,

1

1

1L

j2
2
1
1
1

'

''

'

'"."."!!"!!!.'!!

6
Z

1
4
2

j

ary, A. D. 1911.
(Signed) THE MUTUAL BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION,
By Frank Owen, Its President.
(Corporate Seal.)
ATTEST:
(Signed.) R. J. Crichton, Secretary.

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO )
)SS.
OF SANTA FE.
COUNTY
)
On this 9th day of February, 1911,
Frank Owen,
before me appeared
President and R. J. Crichton, Secretary of The Mutual Building and Loan
Association of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
each to me personally
known, who
being by me, severally and duly
sworn, eacn tor nimseti ana not one

17AIITED-- A

Mil

133)

The Commanding

Officer, Battery "A," will appoint and
warrant
of the
IX. Lists of the various companies willBattery.
be made before the
date of the inspection from enlistment papers on file in the
office of the Adjuant General.
A permanent record will also
be kept of all members of the National Guard
absent from
this Inspection.
Company Commanders will endeavor to
have all members of their organizations present. A surgeon's certificate that a man Is sick and unable to be present
at the inspection is the only excuse which will be
accepted
from an absentee as satisfactory. No man absent from
this
inspection, unless sick, will be allowed to compete for a place
on the rifle team which will
represent New Mexico in the
National Matches.
officers will have their
warrants with them at inspection and will wear their
proper
chevrons.
X. The inspecting officer will be
accompanied by the Adjutant General and Colonel K. C. Abbott, Commanding 1st

Infantry.
XI. Each Organization Commander will read
this order to
his command on at least three regular drill
nights before data
of inspection.
By command of the Governor:
0fficial:
A. S. BROOKES,
Adjutant General.

A. S. BROOKES,

Adjutant General.

Owen is such President and R. J.
Crichton is such Secretary, respectively of said above corporation, mentioned in and which executed the fore
going certificate; and that the seal at- fixed to said instrument is the corpor-- 1
ntn bpbI of Raid rnrnnrnHnn
anil that
r- - - said Instrument was signed and seal- erl in behalf of said
rrnoration
by authority ot its Board of Directors
and with the assent of at least two
thirds in interest Of all the Stock- holders Of Said corporation navlng
Voting powers as their Voluntary act

ana aeea anu as tne voluntary act
and
and dppd nf oafd pornorationaffiiantS further say that the assent
hereto appended IS Slgnea Dy ai least
s
fii all the stockholders Of
baiu (jurjjurauou Having utiu6
either in person or by their severally
constituted nroxies or attorneys In
fact thereunto fully authorized In
-

.

lof

two-third-

writing.
(Signed.)

Frank Owen, President
R. J. Crichton, Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me

and

nvivn

hA

w

COASTER-BRAKE-

50

102

minimum

IN EACH TOWN

district to
h ...
imple Latest Model "Rani'er" hirvri fumUh
a,,
uru.hA
fast.
Write
or full part icuLirs ami special offer at once.
malting money
NO MONEY RKOITIki;i until
VOIl
mn.meol vn.tr hirwU W.h;n
to anyone, anywhere in the U. S. without a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight,
and
allow TEN DAYS' FKEE TK1AL. durm winch time you may nde the bicycle and
put it to any test you wish. If you are thei. not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to
keep the bicycle ship it back to us at our expense andjww will not be out one cent.
We
the highest grde bicycles it is possible to malte
FACTORY1 PRIP.P
r mvbtf at onetunlsh
small profit above actual factory cost. You save $10
to $25 middlemen's profits by buyirt direct of ui and have the manufacturer's
behind your bicycle. IK NOT 1H V a bicycle or a p.iirot tires from anyone
at any price until you receive our cat ilmrues and learn our unheard ot JMtor
Prices and remarkable special offers to ruler ugrnts.
receiv our beautiful catalog and
VflU WILL RF AtfnNft&m "hn you
gtudy our superb models at the ivouacrfuli?
low prtces we can make you this year. We ie!l the highest grade bicycles for less money
than anv other factory. We are satisfied with Jfi.oo orofit above fartnrv
TilX'YCJLE 1KALKKS. vou can sell our bicvcles under vour own namo nlat at
irvw double
our prices. Orders filled the div received.
k
M:C0N1 HAND Jtl;V LI S. We do not rcinilarlv handle
usually have a number on hand taken fn trade by our Chicago retail stores. These we ciear out
nromotlv at Dtices raneinsr from ttiJ to SS or StO. JJescrioiive h.irirsin liin mUfA

mil
t

RIDER AGENT:

HEDGETHORN

F0I3CTURE-PROO- F

sample PAIR
eci c.EicAi ma tibcc aTO INTRODUCE,
ONLY

$1

0

77u regular retail trite ot these tires is
S.iO iter pair, tut to introduce tt'f will

i

sellyouasampiepatriori.bovasi'wuiioriiern.x)).
MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
nails. Tacks or oiawt win not lot the
air out. Sixty thousand pairs sold last year.
Over two hundred thousand pairs now m use.
nrseRiprC;Madeinaisiz-s.iti!h-eiandeasyridine.verydurabkandlinedinsidewith
a special quahtv of mbber, which never becomes
up small punctures without allow
pomand which closes
hundreds of lettersfromsatis-fiedcustome- rs
ing theairtoescape. We have
statins; that their tires haveonly been pumped
They weigh lioniorethnn
v
anordinary tire, the punctureresistingqualiliesbeint-cibv several lavcrs ot thin, specially prepared fabric on the
tread. ThereKiilarpriceoftliesetiresis$i.perpair,biitfor

If

the thick mb!xr tread
and puncture strips
"U." also rim strip "U"
to prevent rim cutting. This
ttre will outlast am other
make SOFT, tLASXIC and
Notice
MA"

'B'-nu-

the rider of only Si.8o per pair. Allordersshippedsameday letter is received. We ship C. O. D on
.Vou do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented,
approval.
Wey-il- l
allow a cash, discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 4.58 per pain if you
send JXl.L CASH WITH OKDEU and enclose this advertisement.
You mn no risk in
sending us an order as the tires may be returned at OIB expense if for any reason they are
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a
ban-'- If you order a pair of these tires, you will find that thev will ride easier, run faster,
wear better, last longer and look liner than any lire you have ever used or seen at any price. We
Know inai you win ucmi wen pieaea mat wncu you want a oicycie you wiil give US your oraer.
V. V nan.
uu
auu m uiai u.ui. aiuiiki., .iv.c lii is i Eiuai iwauic LUC UllCI.
kind at any price until you send for a pair of
UCtTn ffffCO 1u" 'buy anyPuncture-Proof
WUlt IT
tires on approval and trial at
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue which
describes aud Quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual rjrices.
but write us a postal today. IM NOT THINK OF BUYING .1 bicycle
YwiAB a or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and wouderful
ISM HU WAIT"
oners we are maicing. it only costs a postal 10 learn everymuig. write it u v .

tr tftll
rtn Unr

J.

Tn?C

L. MEAD CYCLE

COWAN,

CHICAGO,

ILL
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.s
.Vol a single white character in the Word
been received of the arrest grouch and those who
called on him
at
aadience
as
Last
the
story.
Weston, Neb., of Postal Inspctor could not determine why the emblem the hospital in Albuquerque. Details
TnDIPG
night's
of the accident have not been receivHllllUli uu I luriUJ
Elks gave the film a rousing recep- uaniel t Dolan, for an alleged short of freedom
refrained from an occa- ed. Mr. Van Horn went to
Vaughn to
tion.
age in his accounts. Dolan made his sional hilarious screech.
a carload of cattle.
inspect
at
Wants Quarantine Signs Observed. headquarters
Albuquerque for some
Now that the eagle is dead the
Mayor Seligman Ma indignant this time. He was indicted by a federal cause is plain dispatches telling of
Denver, Colo., Feb. 10 The
When her child is in danger a womorning over the report he received grand jury at Weston and is now un- possible delay in statehood indicate man
forecast tonight is snow in the
der
ot
bond.
$2,000
two
His
vioaccounts are be- the diagnosis. Ornithologist John Rob- No will risk her life to protect It
north portion; rain in south N
agents here from Denver
great act of heroism or risk of life
v portion. Colder weather Kri- lating a quarantine rt The house of a ing checked up by Denver inspectors erts expressed sorrow at the early deis necessary to protect a child from
and
until
mise
of
o;
'i.is
Statehood
The
they
resident
their
Bill
and
city.
work
said that
complete
(lay; generally fair and colder V prominent
croup. Give it Charmberlain's Cough
weather.
sign Measles'" Vac pr;nl in a con- the total of Dolan's alleged shortage efforts would undoubtedly be made to
will
not
r liicse agents
be known. He visited Santa fcttift the bird properly as helconsidcts Remedy and all danger is avoided.
spicuous place and
it one of the finest specimens seen in; For sale by all dealrg.
entered the house, i'j as rendering Fe recently.
this-o
other
contract
liable
the
part of New Mexico. The eagle
Black and Red Roofing Paint in;
persons
was-- , sent to Governor
Mills by Mrs.
'stock at GOKHELS.
disease.
are put SEEKS FACTS AfeOUT
"Quarantine
MURDER. Ryan and Mrs. Gonzales of Socorro
"A Bad Man's Christmas" teaches up for a purpose an t h"y will have
a. lesson of human
county but it arrived just after the!
kindness overcom to be regarded." sai i '.he mayor.
(Continued From Page One.)
governor had left for Washington.
Rooms
ins the worst in a man.
The Biograph Cci pany's superb
Nat'l Bank.
FOR SALE 200 hoxes of different turn Dasea on and t m d after Ten- also of Custom Guard O'Connor
of iCATHOLIC
CHURCH STRONGEST
kinds of apples. Address Alfredo
nyson's "The Golden s'.; pper" held a tort Hancock, Texas.
Howe is a
k
or
Month.
By
IN UNITED STATES.
Santa Cruz, N. M.
packed house at the Elks spellbound member of the trio of half breed desThe Woman's Aid Society of the last night. Did yon
J. E. LACOME.
it?
two
of
whom paid the penAgain peradoes,
More Than
of Population
Presbyterian church will meet with tonight only.
alty of their crimes by being shot
of New Mexico is Included in
Mrs. U 13. Vicklloy at 2:"fi o'clock to"Ole Olson" blomb if hair, ruddy down by Texas rangers while trying
Its Membership.
morrow afternoon.
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
to
in
Texas
not
escape
of cheeks, ingenious ;. - to manner,
long ago. Roby
The Auxiliary and Guild of the
Feb. 16. There are at
Washington,
ert
Howe
was
himself
wounded
but
wov!
in
ways, but
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS. .
Church of the Holy Failii will meet sophisticated
in the!
is evidently going to be able to stand present 14,618,715 Catholics
honest
in- to
vl
to
the
core,
willing
United
at
to the 1911 Published
the home of
tomorrow, Friday,
States,
September, 1910. AH Laws on
of
his trial. Special Agent Ben Williams of :Wiltsius officialaccording
Mrs. Small on Hillside avenue, at cur any danger in
Catholic
directory.1
the Santa be has been appointed to
all
Classes
of Corporations, on Banking
friends
of
and
the
tri
is
:uph
Of these 27,700 are in New Mexico
right,
half past two p. m.
bring Howe back.
'
one of the few sta;
haracters
that
and
99.4S5
in
Colorado.
Mining,
Railroads, etc Com
Irrigation,
Don't forget to see the "Golden
For the Treasury.
have retained their popularity despite
Rules
and
Forms
for Filing.
Supper," the feature film at the Elks. the
plete
Territorial
Treasurer M. A. Otero
tn.-s of the theater-gINSPECTOR E. E. VAN HORN
It's beautifully told.
does
not
has
Statehood
affect this book
received
sums
the
for
oing
following
Like "Rip Van
public.
BADLY HURT AT VAUGHN.
It Is About Time to put in your
as Territorial laws remain in force
Winkle," "Uncle Jorm Whitcomb" the treasury: From Cleofes Romero,
D. uggist A. J. Fischer, exalted ruler under state
seed?, (lower and garden seeds and
warden of the penitentiary, from con'
constitution. There will
in "Shore
to know just where to get these and "Nathaniel Be. ..'
of the Elks' received a telephone mes- le no revision for three
victs'
from
Hon.
$1,003.74;
years.
s
earnings,
even
"Ole"
the
Acers,"
tener
pursu.
new
read
sage
ad
in
the
things,
this issue
today stating that Elmer E. Van
Solomon Luna, treasurer of Valencia
for F. Andrews. lie has new stock of his way, delightm? his audiences county $197.60.
Horn, inspector of the Cattle Sn
and carrying with him an atmosphere
of all kinds desired.
Board, noted Rough Rider and ElkA
of
mid
Land
wholesome
Entries.
honesty, homely
Now is Your Chance If you are
formerly resident of Santa Fe, where 'j
Write for Circular.
The
l
following were the land entries he has manv
more
i
friondo
w,
looking for a furnished room, read the naturalness, worth in finitely
naa
i
....uo,
lim
at
uauij
the
local office yesterday. Pablo
new ad in this paper for J. E. Lacome than the sham braaio of romantic
today at Vaughn and will be sent' to' C. F. KANEN Santa Fe, M. N
Vigil, Ocate, Mora county; Ruperta
who has furnished rooms
for rent heroes and the flippant cynicism of
above the First National bank.
drawing room characters in problem Martinez, Wagon Mound, Mora county; Juan Torres y Baca, Belen, VaFrom 29 to 49 Degrees That was plays. This explains why "Ole" lives lencia
county; Earl D. Jones, Cuervo.
and
a
is
to
and
also
tribute
lasts,
'he
the range in temperature yesterday
and the average relative humidity was good sense and wholesome instincts Guadalupe county.
Post Office Discontinued.
44 per cent. The lowest temperature of the great mass of theater-goerD. C, Feb.
"Ole"
'will
be
Washington,
16. The
at
the
Elks
presented
during last night was 39 degrees. Yespost office at Richardson, Lincoln
terday was a partly cloudy day with Wednesday, February 22.
will be discontinued March 15.
warm and pleasant weather.
A star
program at the Elks tonight county,
The costuming, acting,
scenic ef- embracing
Biograph
photoplay of
fects in the Biograph production of Tennyson's "The Golden Supper." STATEHOOD BILL DIES OF
KEEN DISAPPOINTMENT.
Tennyson's "Golden Supper" are mar- Pathe's beautiful "Maid of the Niavelous. Do not miss the opportunity gara" and Essanay's
"Bad Man's
to see it. At the Elks tonight.
Christmas Present." Each of these News That Statehood Might Be Delayed Until 1913 Given as ProbWarranty Deeds Warranty deeds tilms is a feature.
able Cause of Death.
iwere filed in the office of the probate
Snow and Rain Snow and rain visclerk by Ramon Montoya to V. L.
ited
Santa Fe today and both are welStatehood Bill, the monster
Evans for laud in precinct No. 15,
which is Sombrio ranch, the consid- comed by those who know the bene"The Paint of Quality"
eagle which has been detained
eration being $100: and from Marga- fit of moisture to the soil. There at the home of Adjutant General A. S.
ret O. Twite-heland her husband were eight inches of snow at Duran-go- . Brookes pending the return from
Colorado, and sou hern Wyoming, Washington of its owner,
to William L.
Ralph E. Twifchell
Governor
You may be thinking: of
Evans for land in the same precinct, as well as Arizona, were visited by Mills, died today. The bird is thought
painting your bouse or barn
the white messenger.
the consideration being $1.
In Arizona the to have felt keenly
the news that
this
and
for
this
reason
season,
snow
we believe we can inClub Adopts Rules The Santa Fe
caused considerable delay to statehood might be delayed for Newj
Mexico until 1913. The eagle was!
Club's board of governors and house trains.
terest you in the merits of SEWALL'S Paints.
committee met last night at the
No. 10 Was Late Again Santa Fe sent here to assist in the festivities;
incident to our admission into the'
home of Major R. j. Palen and adopt- train No. 10 from
the south and west
Union for the eagle is symbolic
ed the house rules. The new club was
of:
We offer you no experiment; these
more than two hours late
again
paints have, been
freedom.
house on Lincoln avenue is
this afternoon. No. :i, arrived at elevbeing
on
the
for
market
and the furniture
over
a
of
a century, and have
Although provided with a splendid
for the en o'clock, one hour ahead of time".
quarter
rooms is expected to arrive in time
Thirteen passengers arrived in Santa apartment, and given all the raw meatj
been sold all this time on their merits.
to allow the club to be
They have been
it could wish and a bucket of water'
opened March Fe this forenoon on No. 3, the
1.
flyer to drink, the eagle did not show that!
It is expected to make the club a
from the east. One lady remarked:
exposed to all the weather tests, and have proven their
very comfortable one as the residence "I can
for which its specie is noted.
hardly realize it that it was appetite
oi ur. David J. Knapp which
merits beyond a doubt.
Its immense and powerful claws heldj
has only yesteVday
nine with grim determination
been leased by the club is well
morning at
on to the;
suited o'clock that I left
Kansas
to tnat purpose.
City." piece of scantling which served as aj
Twenty-sihours aetween the two "foot, rest"
and like the owl, Mr.!
Pathe's "Mail of Niagara," a hand cities is
pretty grind time.
SANTA FE HARDWA
had nothing to say. His' pierc
colored film is a story of Indian life.
Eagle
Postoffice
Insoector
Arrester!
ing eyes showed either grief or
h--
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Grocery and Bakery
Seeds Seeds Seeds
All kinds of Garden

Sweet Pea and Nasturtium Seeds
in bulk, mixed and separate colors.

F. Andrews

j

FOR RENT
Furnished

and Flower

Seeds, Onions Sets etc.

Phone No. i.

(

PITV

Lu-cer-

Day-Wee-

-

One-Thir- d

Phone No.4.

un-i!-

1

j

LET YOUR GIFT
WILL BE

v

V

iV

GOLD-SILVE-

R,

A

g

BE

SUCH-I- T

JOY FOREVER
CUT

GLASS-CHIN-

- DIAMONDS & JEWELS - WATCHES - CLOCKS
FILIGREE - in exquisite designs CHAFING DISHES

Quality Goods

GffT

THE

STORE.

Pickard Hand
Painted China.

S.

BiwilliiiMBWriracii

TheNew Champleve Enameled Pins with r
Work in both Silver and Gold? Its all Hand Work.
Belt
Pins-Swaists sets-Ja- bot
Pins etc.-t- he
daintiest
things imaginable for your summer finery.
H
Vnni Tne Reliable Jeweler.

i,

hirt

II

lUim

San Francisco 5t.

SATISFACTION ASSURED
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HAVE YOU SEEN THEM?
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SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
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Ever Hear of One?
We Call it A DETERMINATION SALE on
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX Clothing because

we are determined to carry over no winter
goods, if CUT PRICES will move them. PROFIT is lost sight of. This is your month
You get the profit.
Dont think about this
Sale too long We can keep it going but a

short time.

:: It's a Thrifty
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Man's Opportunity

all the entire line of
Dfinc on
Cut
VUl lrlCGS
HART SCHAFFNER
MARX
We are
&

Clothing.

fully determined, that

Winter Clothing MUST

m

GO

WE WANT TO CLOSE OUT ALL

GET THE MONEY AND MAKE ROOM
FOR SPRING 5T0CK.
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COME SEE.
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